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ANNUAL OF THE
KING’S DAUGHTERS

AND HALE

The Months of the Year Well
Represented.

They Capture the Nomination for
Governor and Senator.

which Ms school ska’! develop. Dis-j M TT I I If 17M
cipllne is the most effective means cf 1'H L iL i IV l I'I
developing good character. The for-!
mation of character therefore, is the I
true basis of discipline.
No teacher can discipline a school
successfully who has not learned tc
govern himislelif.
If he has not
Learned this he has not the means
within himself for
forming right
One of the most enjoy able of the diameter.
The Maine Woods office was head
K in g’s Daughters annuals was held
He is a gentleman and a sicho’ar, quarters for the returns Mondjay
a t the Parish House last Friday even used often to be applied to a per evening.
Owing to the storm and
ing when, 43 members gathered to en son as a high compliment.
This bad roads it was a late hour when
jo y the festivities.
A'll were pleas ought to be truthfully said of (him the final report came.
ed to have one of their former mem who assumes the responsibility o f a
The summary of Franklin county:
bers with them, Mrs. F. H. Wilbur teacher’s vocation whether he be
Rep. Norn, for Governor; Callahan,
o f Minneapolis, Minn., and wtho ex elder or younger, the teacher of 1108; MiLliken, 472;
Parbhiurst, 362;
pressed her pleasure in meeting with youth slbou’d possess those qualities i Wheeler, 102.
them once more.
Used by the big majority of
which entitles him to be looked up- J For U. S. Senator:
Femnald, 616;
Tiie entertainment committee, Mrs. cm as a gentleman as well as a : Hale, 288; Horsey, 203; missing preRifle, Pistol and Revolver Shots
E. B. Currier who is the president, scholar.
Icincts, 7.
Mrs. Edward Greenwood and Mips. A.
T MUST b« a satisfaction to the individual rifle.
The character of an instruct or is j - ■
pistol or revolver user to know that his prefer
A. Jacobs presented a most pleasing far above the mere power to impart
ence for Remington-UMC Metallic# is shared alike
Phillips.
A week previous to his
program and much work was involv scientific information,
He should
by professional experts, crack-shots and sports
death* he attended the Grand Ledge
ed in the preparation.
men in all parts of the world.
have a welt educated character so
of Maine at Banger.
His interest
And this accounts, too. for the marked increase every year
Thie members were taken through that by his ex ampile hie may influence
in (he demand fox Renrun*ton-UMC Metallic*.
in th© Pythian Sisterhood was* not
the
calendar
year
'beginning
with
his
pupils
in
tine
path
of
rectitude
Rrmington-UMC Metallic* are made for evei, ______ vthe less enthusiastic, being an active
mak* and for every calibre in nae—rifle, piatol and revolver.
New Year resolutions and
ending and virtue, for a teacher leaves (his
member of tine Cleopatra Temple,
Get them from the dealer who shew* the 7?«d Bull SSCark
with
the
merry
Christmas
time.
For
own
moral
likeness*
upon
the
sus
i of Sportsmen * Headquarter*.
Strong.
The Aurora Grange, Strong,
May a hu<?e Mayhasket was passed la- ceptible minds of his pupills. He is
To keep your sum cleaned and lubricated rtaU. uae Rem
(of which hie was a past master) and
O il the new powder eelvent. mat prevent*Live, and sun
teaching
by
wlhat
hie
is.
Character
round
filled
with
delicious
molasses
lubricant.
the North Franklin. Pomona he® llost
kisses.
is more to be valued than idea®, and
Rem ington A rm s-U nion MaSwTH*. C artridge C o.
a valuable supporter, for several
the
teacher,man*
or
woman,
selected
For vacation time.. August,
each
2 M Broadway.
New York
years h>e was treasurer of the Po
was given a s’ip of black and a slip for youth should be one who sets a
mona and was held in high esteem
o f white tissue paper, a piece of high social and moral standard with
by all Granges in North Franklin
A county.
string and a clothespin and asked which no person can interfere.
to fashion a young lady, robed in person should never be allowed to
The religious life cf the* commun
her college cap and gown, all to b e ! become the teacher of ycuth who
ity was a matter of interest to Mir.
D odge Pond,
■done without the aid of scissors. Mrs. ^lacks civility of manner, for without
Peary.
The church of West Free
Rangeley, Me.
Arno Pratt proved herself to be the this qualification how can he aid and
man found in him a ready helper. He
most stylish modiste.
influence hi® pupils in the devekop- joined this* Church same years ago
Mrs. E. B. Currier read a Christ ment of good moral character and the by immersion and hi® been a
Opan to the public June 15, 1916. Private camps each
mas poem and Miss Emma Russell a formation* of good manners.
regular
worshiper
since.
The
with piazza, open stone fireplaces, bath room and running
poem on “Fairs” . ‘ Miss Kathleen
The personal’ bearing and d©meaner work on tihe farm*, in the church
spring water. One half hour’ s "ride by auto, both from
Nobile played the “ S-tar Spangled Bam- of a teacher before his school and orders *amd in the town* was ex
n e r ’ during tine tableau, “ Goddess of Iis
a powerful educator;
thiere- ecuted amidlst much suffering, hav
Rm getey and Oquossoc. Ideal location for summer tourists
Liberty.”
|fore the pupil should see in bis ing suffered from siatica and rheu
and fly fishermen. Address for information and booklet
At Christmas time Santa appeared teacher a well-bred person, cue! matism for many years which, developin th person of Janet McKenzie and everyway worthy of their imitation. j ed heart trouble from* which he suf
CHARLES W. PORTER,
Rangeley, Maine
distributed bags o f pop corn.
Mins. However young cr dull every Child fered the last two years considerably.
J. W. Brackett guessed the nearest has a claim upon the teacher for This gave the family considerably an
to the number of petals in a paper gentlemanly or ladylike language in xiety concerning him when aiway a•eliirysaDitbenum, and Mrs. O. H. Her- the schoolroom.
Icne, but his determination to do
F I S H I N G W H E R E T H E G A T G H IS S U R E
Coarse expressions, •unseemly vul
s-ey did well the part of the witch at
things led him away from home
Mooselookmegunttc House and Log Camps located in the heart of thejR ange- Hallowe’en time.
Miss Emma Rus- garisms are wholly unpardonable in frequently.
On Wednesday,
May
leyJRegion. Best fishing grounds. Landlockedjsalmon and square tailed trout. sell in the “ Goddess of Liberty,” , the .language of a teacher.
the 24-th, he went to Strong on bus
Camp? with open fire, bath, comfortable furnishings."Booklet and any informa made a most attractive tableau.
Next to the home the schoolroom iness, stayed on hi® way to watch a
tion gladly furnished by
The secretary’s report stated that should be the place where the best ball game (of which he was so fond),
MRS. F. B. BURNS,
Haines^Landing, Me 28 people had been remembered with examples cf true culture worthy to while standing in Ms usual position
flowers, in their sick room. Those be imitated should be found. Some he fell asleep to wake no more, in
........ |
included many besides the members. cue has said that if they could know ■the 67th year of his life.
After the entertainment .which was the teachers of youth, they could
The funeral service was* held at
thoroughly enjoyed by all, the re better judge of the moral tone, cul home, conducted by the Rev. John,
freshment camimdittee had arranged a ture, and courage cf the people.
Dunstan.
A large number of people
a:
S.
Mountain View, Maine
g most attractive table with the con
attended.
The sympathy of tine
tributions brought land this hour
whole community goes out toward the
F o r f u r t h e r p a r tic u la r s w r ite o r a d d re s s
:|
«
O B IT U A R Y .
w as none the less* enjoyed than
bereaved family, and we comlmend
| .
L. E. BO W LEY,
| those just passed. The committee
them to the Father of all comfort.
E. A. P E A R Y .
for the lunch* was Mrs, F. S. Haley,
“ Now the Laborer’s task is o’er,
Mountain Yiew,
*
*
*
Maine § Mrs. A. S. Beedy and Miss Daisy
,
_
.Now the battle-day is past;
By
A. Peary,
,, further
. ..
,
Davenport.
3 the
w decease of Edwin
.
. . . i Now upon the
shore
Tine regular meetings will be ad the town of Avon has lost one of its ] Lands the voyager at Hast;
journed through the summer and .the most respected and honored citizens, i Father, in Thy gracious, keeping,
first meeting which will he held in Ho first saw the light in the town ILeave we now Thy Servant sleeping.’’
September
will be with Mrs. Edward of Rangeley, April* 22, 1849, the son
Log camps with baths, open fires, etc. Best trout fly-fishing, both lake and
stream, canoeing, mountain climbing, etc. Excellent cuisine. Post Ottice Greenwood and Mrs. J. L. Boston and of Mr. and Mrs*. Stephen Peary. Ed
FEDERATED CHURCH.
and Long Distance Telephone in Main Camp. For rates, descriptive circulars they will* entertain at the Parish win was one of a family cf six. Ti e
and other information, write
_
. _ _
_
_
family
migrated
to
Phillip®
in
1859
CD. G R A N T CEL S O N C O . ,
P- O. A d d r e s s . G r a n t s M e . House.
and four years later to the present
Melvin Sherburne Hutchins, pastor.
Railroad and Telegraph office Kennebago, Me.
farm* in Avon.
For several years
Calendar for week ending July
Mr Peary taught school in various 1.
(Sunday, June 25: 10.45.—Morning
places in North Franklin county and
worship.
Sermon.
12.10.— Sun day
proved
himself
to
he
a
capable
and
Bald
Mountain
Maine
school.
Rev. Irving B. Mower, D.
reliable* teacher.
With the exception of three years' d ., Secretary of the United Baptist
RilftMnnnt-ain Ca-tiDS are situated at the foot of Bald Mountain on Mooselookmem J i o L S r N i h h ^ S t S h lh i t r o u n d ,. Flrttcta.
hie spent his life in Avon. The three j Convention of Maine is expected to
T o the Editor of Maine Woods:
road to camps—Telephone con n sction s-T w o mails d a i l y r i t e for free circular.
All schools develop character good years absent were spent with Mr. be here andpreach,* at themorning
AMOS ELLIS. P rop’ r..
Bald Mountain, Maine
who service,
or evil.
The teacher must choose Fairbanks in Franklin, Mass.,
died suddenly during Mir. Peary’s
stay.
Mrs. Fairbanks (the widow)
Cushman School house, Phillips.
always testified to the value of Ed 3.00.—Preaching service.
“ Monmouth Moccasins”
win’s life and help in her time cif
They are made for
SPEND YOUR
Thursday, June 28: 7.30.- -Prayer
dls tones®.
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Known the world over fo r excel
For 41 years Mr. Peary enjoyed the meeting at the Fairish Hou.se,
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
company of bis wife to whom were
born seven children, six cf whom M E T H O D IS T E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H
M. L. GETCHELL CO.,
Monmouth.
Main* are living and all are married with
the exception of Ada who remains at
Bessie F. Crowell, pastor.
home with her mother.
.Sunday, June 25.—Morning
wor
In the public life of Avon Mr.
STRATTO.N MAINE
Peary was a well-known figure, al ship, 10.45.
Sermon, “The PreciousIn the center of the Fish and Game ways ready to do anything for the [nes*s of Christ.’
Sunday school, 12.
This territory j s easy of access being reached in O N E D A Y
Section. Write for booklet.
benefit of the community. For four Epworth League, 7. .Subject,
“ How
from Boston. The summer climate is delightful, the nights a r e
HOTEL BLANCHARD.
successive years* be was elected to can we make our borne® happier.’’
always cool, the air clear and bracing, the accommodations at t h e S T R A T T O N M AINE, E. H. G R O SE , Prop. the position of senior selectman, and Leader, Mrs. Oscar Fogg.
Gospel
it was .largely through l'is instru service of song and praise, 7.30.
various resorts are up-to-date, the scenery in grand, and th ere .s
Thursday, June 29.—Midweek* pray
mentality that the debt which had
fine trout and salmon fishing, golf, tennis and good roads f o r
oppressed the town since the civil er meeting, 7.30.___________
On Cupsuptic Lake. Fishing unex war was cleared up, the last bond
m° t0n e KSAN D Y RIVER & RA N G E LE Y LAKES R A I L R O A D celled. Best of hunting. Special rates being destroyed at the town meet
Perfected Surgical D rill.
issue a fine Guide Book which contains an accurate map o f t h is for June, October and November ing last March. For many years hie A new motor-driven surgical drill is
Write for booklet.
was a member of tihe Knights of so constructed that it can be thor
County. Address
WESTON U. TOOTHAKER, Prop., Pythias, taking an active part in all oughly sterilized without injury in
steam or dry heat.
Pleasant Island,
- Maine
the work of the Sandy River Lodge,
F. N. BEAL,
General Manager,
Phillips, M ain e
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Mountain View House §

Ed. G r a n t’s K e n n e b a g o C a m p s

I BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS

GOOD SCHOOL
SUGGESTIONS

SUMMER VACATION

IN THE RANGELEY LAKE OR DEAD RIVER REGION IN
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BY FLY ROD
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Such
tobacco
enjoyment

through the forest and across' tine
lake many miles away.
It was p e r
fect peace and quiet, as I walked
as you never thought
over to Camp Comfort and th ere
could be is y o u r s to
with -friend© I had not met for years
c o m m a n d quick as
spent an hour on the piazza.
C lose
by over the window Mr. and M-rs.
you buy som e Prince
Baim Swallow had built a nest and
Albert and fire-up a
were coming and> geing feeding their
pipe or a hom e-m ade
little ones.
On the other side of th e
camp above the door a familiy o f
cigarette!
Eave Swallow® were talking to each
other, while in a neamby tree R obin
Prince A lb e r t gives
Red Breast bad a family.
“ Did y«m
you every tobacco sat
ever see such a plac© for birds?” r e 
marked one of the gentlemen as a
isfaction your sm okebobolink called' to hi® mate.
F or a
appetite
ever hankered
time fishing wa® forgotten, as th e
lovers of birds, busy men,, who fo r
for. T h a t ’s because
years had made a study of
bird
it’s made by a patented
life, began to watch and talk birds,
process that cuts out
and I took my note book and wa telnet
and listened.
A little song spar
bite and parch! Prince Albert has alw ays
I notice that many of thi© ladies row not two rod® distant broke in to
been sold without coupons or prem ium s.
from the city take a great interest in a song of praise, while on the d rift
W e prefer to give q uality!
wood
a
number
of
purple
grackles
onr wild birds and that some of
were
scolding
each;
other.
Soon
a
them know every bird they see. One
said she had, since coming to Maine, Canadian warbler flew by stopping on
“ Look there cm
seen 57 different kinds o f bird®. But a little -birch tree.
not eveyone is a® well informed as the lake shore?” called one gen tle
the following amusing incident will man as a fish hawk made a d ir e
tell.
At one of the camp® (was- a for hi® dinner, and with a quack,
lady who had a set of bird books quack, a duck, the scooter called, a s
the national jo y smoke
and was anxious to know the name close to the water he flew in the d i 
“ Caw! c a w ! '
of everyone she heard singing, but rection of South Arm-.
has a flavor as different as it is delightful. Y ou n e v e r tasted the like o f it!
had net been in the woods of Maine said a crow' as he landed on an old
We wateh-ed
A n d that isn’t strange, either.
before.
Just at night tire frogs near stump not far from us.
by commenced to sing, and with) bock a chestnut side warbler and the field
M en w h o think they ca n ’t sm oke a pipe or roll a ciga
in hand the city lady left her cabin sparrow and the American gcldfincli.
B a y Prince A lbert ev ery
rette can s m o k e and w ill s m o k e if they use Prince
t.) find the “ bird” she never had then the purple swallow and ch im 
where tobacco is told in
heard before.
The guide was just ney swallow.
Albert. A n d sm okers w h o h ave not yet given P . A . a try
top p yred bags, 5 c ; tidy red
“ How many different kinds
cd
coming in with, a good string of fish
tine, 10c ; handsome pound
out certainly h ave a big surprise and a lot o f enjoyment
bird®
have
we
seen
Fly
Rod,”
asked
and half-pound tin humi
which his “ sport’* had caught and
com in g their w a y as soon as they invest in a supply.
dor*—and—that
corking
fine
the lady said, “ Do teH me the name P. B. Rolfe, a® the dinner bell ru n g,
pound crystal-glass humi
Prince A lbert to b a cco w ill tell its o w n s to r y !
and
from
my
note
book
I
counted
of those bird® singing, such a wild
dor with sponge-m oistener
note, I never heard it before.” The the 14 I have mentioned, and had n o t
top that keeps the tobacco
R. J. REYN O LD S T O B A C C O CO., Winston-Salem, N. C. |
in such clever trim— always !
guide answered, “ Why, they are only heard one of the best bird c o n 
Greenbacks, did you never hear them certs, but from Mr. Rolfe had learned
before?” and the lady went into her much about the habits of each b ird ! ly among the strawberry and violet found their way back to the shore of
for light, safety and convenience. Th<
cabin to lock in the bird book for we -had seen.
blossoms and the tall- gras® soon Mooselookmeguntic Lake before mid- size is 225 by 60 feet with a wing 53
When the song sparrow wa® s in g - !
“Greenbacks” as the frogs continued
started the mother bird and bending night, but the wind1 was blowing
ing verse after verse of his beauti- i
bv 24.
their concert.
over said, here is, the little nest such a ga!e they decided to stop at
ful songs, Mr. Rolfe said to P e t e 1
More than 500 concrete piles were
a vacant camp until daylight. It was
Last Sunday it was my pleasure to Brown, the guide, “ That bird ha® a |and five eggs.’’
driven,
to a depth of 27 feet for the
The sun came out from among a tired, hungry party that reached
be at Middle Dam.
In fancy I could nest near those rocks dose by,” a n d
foundation,
and the material used in
the
clouds
and
the
mountain®
and
here for breakfast, to find Mr. Ell'-s
hear the echo of the church bell Pete looking as he stepped careful- i
near-by hill® to the water’s edge had sent men to hunt them up. Find the general construction: consisted
were reflected in. the -lake a® smooth ing where they had gone on, the of nearly 5,000 cubic yard® of con
.'mmiimimiimiHinminMMiiniiiiiiiMinimmtmiiiitimmwmiHimiiimiimimiiiiiiiiiiwmimiiuimmidiiiiMUiiiimiimmimniiiiimimimniimimuutmiiHrii
as glass just a® we started for din trail, the men thou gin they might crete, 230 tons of steel, with over
ner, and all stopped to look at the have got lost and come out at Upper 100,000 feet of electric light wire,
wonderful picture painted by God’s Dam, so returned to wait until day conduits, plumbing and sprinkler pip
own hand, which no artist can, equal. light and to arrange for more to jodn ing, and 10,480 window lights.
We all talked birds that afternoon in the hunt.
The trade will no doubt
inter
and I found thjat 14 others had been
Knowing the chauffeur had spent ested to know that this Colt addition
A fine set o f sporting camps in one of Maine’ s best | seen before supper time, the chip much- time in the wilderness they w'ill greatly facilitate the Company's
unting and fishing territories is for sale. On a large pre- f ping sparrow, white throat sparrow, were not .surprised the middle of production.
vireo, humming bird, downy
wood the ferenoon to get a telephone say| e rve. Excellent camps and many outlying ponds.
pecker, red start, bluebird-, chick 5n« he came out at Upper Dam, and
adee, peewee, yellow hammer, tawny as he had lunch, for three with him
and hermit thrush, a guul and the the excitement was over. The laugh
big eagle that for two years lias at able part was learned later when
tracted much- attention,.
lie reached the telephone discovered
Ie Spot cash takes it. For further information write
We are glad that our state and our there was but 25 cents in his pock
Nation have made strict laws to pro et, which paid for the message.
At the old Boston Club camp on
tect these beautifuil bird® o f ours,
Asking “ What time does the boat the shore Moily chunk amiumk lake
and I am glad to say it lias been go?*’ learned, it would be two hours, low Upper Dam, for ten days, Ret
years since I have known, anyone to also that to follow the telephone poles and Mrs. John W. Suter of Boston
shoot a bird just for the sake of |to Bemis was on-liy 10 miles, decided and Rev. and Mrs. Carlton Mills of
seeing if they could hit them. W h ere'to hike it, and as the walking along Winchester, Mas®., have been enjoy
can those who love to study bird the railroad track was good for the ing an. outing.
Their guide va®
life find a better place than, at the next 12 mile® toOquos®cc he kept on. Hollis El ling wood and they had god
Rmgeleys?
Those he met who would have fishing even if it rained most ^
Fly Rod.
gladly given him a free boat ride o r . the time,
Mrs. Suter cauglit tie
paid the price c f a rai’rcad ticket, largest fish, a 5-pound salmon.
had no idea he was the lost man
everyone wa® telephoning and talk
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
ing about and himself declares "I was
Frederick S. Dickson- of New York,
not lost, only took the longest way
home.
Talk about deer, why I did who have spent their summers hep?
-----------not suppose there were as many in for over a quarter of a century, are
delighted to have them return. This
the ®tate as I met and saw
the
season they are at
Narramajiti\
tracks of.”
their attractive log camp© on Souti
Bog island. ‘‘Maneskootuk,’* the b*
(Special to Maine Woods.)
,
land
in Rangeley Lake that Mr.
Bald Mountain Camp®, Mcosel okson ha® made one of the most beau
megun.tic Lake, June 15.— “ Lost
in
tiful spots in the Maine wildernessthe wilds of Macne” came near caus
is leased for the summer by Richard
ing a big excitement in this part cf
Bondy cf New York and the
the Rar.ge’ eys and there is quite a
story connected with “ what might! Handicapped by lack cf rcoan and will arrive within a few days.
have tSen.”
Yesterday Mr.
and ( swam-ped with orders, the Colt’s PatMrs. F. H. Wball, their chauffeur and , ©nt Firearms Manufacturing
Co.,
guide started across the lake to f o b ! (Hartford, Conn,.,) decided a few
low the trail through to Richardson j mouth® ago to build a new and modPond, where they intended to cast j era addition to its plant,
the f y, catch trout enough- fear lunch j The rapid construction of this adoiling your gun with
Enclosed please find $1.00 for one year’ s subscription to iand watch the deer feeding on the dition, with its added floor space c f
,
3-in-0ne. Far better
than heavy oils that gujn.
lake shore and return in the early over fifty thousand square feet, and
Maine W o o d s (outing edition.)
evening.
Last winter the lumber weather conditions that would daunt
3-in-One Oil
men made n3W logging roads and the the courage c f many
contractor®,
trail was changed.
The chauffeur make® a new building record for
N am e.................................................................................................... .......
took the hunch, with him, all fc-ut. the Hartford.
,
.and Handy 0.1 Cans. 25c.
, A substitutes, FREE-San.pl* snlj
tea and a few crange® that were in
Work was commenced
February
Dictionary of Uses.
Address......................................................................................................... the pack. Some way when the party 7th and completed June 3d.
The
I .K 'i X Three-ln-Ooe Oil Co.
came to -the cross road® they went in building is four fitorde® in height, cf
different directions,.
State ......................................................................................................
concrete, brick and steel com®(ruct
Mr. and Mir®. W ’ all and guide ion, with a I modern
124 New' Str„ N. Y.
improvements
One day recently a Boston lady
said, “ I want to subscribe for that
interesting Qitt'le paper the
Maine
Woods,’* and as I am always happy
to add. another name to the 5,000
subscribers, I thanked her, and as I
took her address she said,
“ When
w© were here last spring you wrote
a very correct story of our catch
giving our names.
We had been
home several) weeks when I received
a letter from' a friend I had not seen
for years, who wrote from a city in
Pennsylvania where she chanced to
see a copy of the Maine Wood® that
people there read and enjoyed, and
the account of our trip and she
wrote me at this hotel and the let
ter was forwarded to my heme-” To
me that wa®1 only another piroof that
the Maine Wood® is read in every
state cf the Union.
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PROLONG YOUR VACATION
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Mass., and. J. O. Thompson, j r .t of
comrades at the score, even if the
New Bedford, Mfciss., with their guide
hammer is at half-cock or “ the safety
were here several days (last week.
up.”
The following party from Albany,
Setting aside the possible danger
to thie operation, consider the feeP
^ Y., in their Overland touring car
togs of the
parties
apparently
"e here far a two weeks’ stay, couir
threatened by ycur action,
who
tog via the W hite
Mountains and
know nothing about tow the hammer
Poland Springs, leaving their car at
is nor whether the safety bolt is cm
Haines Landing:
Mr. and.
Mrs.
or off; ail they know and realize is
Geo. D. Babbitt and daughter and hus
(Special Correspondence.)
that it is decidedly uncomfortable at Newtanviilile, Maas., June 3, 1916.
band and IMIt. and Mrs. Charles M.
(Special Correspondence.)
The Birches,
Mooselookmeguntic the least to be looking down the
BJake&Lee and chaufifeuT. Mr. Babbitt
34 Otis 'St.
Pleasant Island Camps, Cupsuptic said to the Maine Woods representat- Lake, June 19.—'Everyone is made muzzle of a leaded gun.
Tc the Editor of Maine Woods:
jJaj£ej June 19.—The 'weather lias ve that among the many papers happy by the sunshine this morning
Tq the men of this country—the
been the same here as everywhere that came to his home there' was and hope thie long rainy spell is over. R E G U L A R IT Y IS V E R Y IM P O R  women as well, wihose daily vocation
else, min and more rain, font it lias none in which for years he had “ It iis a beautiful spot. Everything
calls for no physical effort, no boon
T A N T A T T H E T R A PS.
not dampened the pleasure of the taken so much interest as the Miaine looks so fresh, and green and we are
can be greater than some farm of
angler, and the fashing far the past W oods and never missed reading a glad to return far another season of
out-of-door recreation, which brings
Time and regularity are important
two weeks lias been good.
number.
This is the first time the log cabin life,” is the way one party
them face to face with Nature, at
matters to the trapshooter.
In a
expressed
their
pleasure
when
arriv
party
lias
visited.
Pleasant
Is’and,
the some time exacts a degree of
Mr. Toothaker has leased land on
squad of trained shots it becomes al
ing.
muscular exertion which can be grad
the carry road at Haines Landing where they are luaippily located in
most a matter Of rhythm, the move
the
Bungalow.
Mr.
Babbitt
is
am
.
en
uated' with nicety to the most varied
Mir. and Mrs. Arthur C. Tozzer cif
above Kimball's studio and is Lav
ments of each mam fitting in with
ing a garage built for his new auto thusiastic fisherman and lia,s dropped Lynn, Mass., who were here for the “ swing” of the others, and sel capacity ar inclination.
Fly fishing alcne
supplies this
and their wedding trip, returned home
truck with which he now takes his the hook in Canadian waters
dom does anything interfere, save
Saturday.
want.
The
wisest
and
best have
knows
most
of
the
places
where
the
people, baggage and express to and
perhaps a bird broken at the trap.
united in its .praise, each acknow
Another bridal party are now in
freon Oquoseoc in quick time. Here trout are, in this, his native state.
There is no hesitation on. thie part ledging the benefit and unalloyed
at the camps improvements continue Otis Bean is his guide and they have Camp Ideal, Mr. and Mrs. Milton H.
of
the good sihict when, the bird is happiness he lias derived from it,
Hartwell
t be made. Lone Pine camp is be net been out yet without coming in Halle of Baltimore, Md.
thrown.
With instant decisive act and wondering why others were sc
with,
a
good
catch.
.Saturday
they
Richardson
is.
the
guide
who
is
teachr
ing sheathed and put in readiness
ion
he
takes
the proper lead and slow to avail themselves' cf its mani
(or the coming of Mr. and Mrs. Nor lunched up Cupsuptic stream, and Mr. in.g them the art of fishing in the
fires. 1 1t may be that Ire realizes at fest physical and mental advantages.
Babbitt
got
so
excited
fly
fishing
Rangeley
waters
and
Mr.
H
afll’e
is
man C. Walker of Orange, N. J., who
Merely to obtain fish the real
salmon he the instant of shooting that it is a
come soon far their usual extended he forget to eat his Lunch. The little proud of the 3-pound
“miss,” but still he sheets, for be angler considers but a small part of
caught.
trout
came
to
the
fly
as
fast
as
they
sojourn.
it is the way the thing
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Bradford of knows that any attempt to get a his pursuit.
touched the water, but they only
The spot that attracts the most
saved what they wanted for the Auburn spent last week hem to second aim would be bad for the fu is done—this andj the open air, the
attention is the wonderful garden,
Mr. Bradford came ture. He knows the value of regular cdor of the woods, the laughter of
table.
Several 3-pounders they have Camp Comfort.
that even if the sun has kept behind
ity.
the running water, thie beauty and
landed and are now after a big erne after the mate to the 5%-pound sal
tiie clouds, already has lettuce and
The point at which' the bird should song of the birds, and the peace and
that took part of their tackle in mon he caught last year, but only
radishes, while the long rows of
the cove.
succeeded in landing a 3-pounder. be stopped should be somewhere be content which open the heart of man
peas, beans and com nciw several
tween 50 and 60 feet from the trap. to see and love the ever-changing
The big trout have commenced to Charles T im e r was their guide.
inches high keep “ Jack” the gardn.er
Beyond this place they begin to lose beauties of Nature—these give to
Coming
in
their
touring
car
as
far
run in Tcothaker Cove.
Mr. Sterl
busy attending to.
following their regularity of flight, so are the pastime a charm possessed by no
ing o f Portland, a guest of Frank as Livermore Falls the
R. H. Lombard of Portland,
who King, caught a 6-pound trout and a party, Mr. and Mrs. Tinea. H. Taft harder to hit, and the shotgun pat other.
for several weeks has occupied Lake 4
Though old age and
infirmity
and 4-pou,nd salmon one day this of Wellesley Hills, Mass'., Mir. and tern becomes too open.
side Camp, had as a week-end guest week not from the island.
comes on., and the foot once famil
Mrs. DeWitt M. Taylor cf WaMaston,
iar with wood and stream is now
his friend, Prank Hcilis of Portland,
The House-in-Wood is to be oc Mass., arrived cm Saturday for a ten
confined to the narrow limits of
wise did not claim to be muck of a cupied by the owner, Dr. and Mrs. days’ stay.
chamber, when, every
other earthly
fisherman, but had the luck to catch H H. Hazem of Washington, D. C.,
Camp Mayflower is taken, for an
pursuit has lost its1 zest, whoever
a pair cf salmon he was proud of. this summer which is pleasing news other summer by Colonel and Mrs.
heard that even then the enthusiasm
They weighed 4 and 3 pounds each.
to their friends who missed them last H. E. Russell, welft-known Bostonians.
of the angler had diminished, cr that
H. L. Bdgcomb of
Middlefooro,season which they spent in Cailifor- For the week-end Col. Russe'l went
the dim eye failed to kindle at the
Mass., was much pleased with his nia.
over to B Pond for the fly fishing
recollection and tale of earlier tri
first visit to Pleasant
Island and
and
brought
back
several!
3-pound
A handsome new meter .boat has
umph® with the rod?
thought his catch of a 2 -pound trou t been shipped by Herbert L. Moor trout.
Particularly to the weary
brain
a big one.
man of Lyncl.bury, Va., for his per 1 Mr. and Mrs. Edward L. Morse
worker within whom Nature clamors
Messrs. J. Frank JPulver of Bos sonal use this summer and he soon and daughter, Miss Clara find the
(Special Correspondence).
for occasional respite from the toil
ton and P. J. McCoy of Newark, N. will Leave for the north to' his Pierce- days at Fairview Camp not half
The
Barker,
Mooselookmeguntic of ilifie, this recreation is earnestly re
J., were here for a sihort trip and Arrow touring car to remain hiere un long enough, for the pleasures they
morning Mr. commended, by those who know, as
plan.
One day last week Mr. Lake, June 19.—This
had a box of nice fish, but no large til autumn.
and Mrs. W. B. Young, Mr. and Mrs. suring him or her that far every
Morse
went
down
the'
line
to
the
first
ones, to take home with them.
Most fortunate is Proprietor T c o t h r
Norwich, Conn., week spent in Maine, where the wat
While waiting for the wind and rain aker in having for chef this year R. pond where the black bass were an C. H. Fisibie of
to step F. B. Kinney of
Loweltl, L. Wood of Roxbury, Mass., who has xiously waiting for the fly and re started homeward after a pleasant ers are well stocked with speckled
two weeks’ stay.
Mr. Young, who beauties, .rod in hand, he or she
been employed by the well-known. turned with a string of good-sized has been coming to these lakes for
should add at least a year to the
ones.
Seal-Porpoise Club at MacMahan’s Is
38
yearssays
“
In
alii
that
time
I
chance to life and prove a solace to
Harvey Farrington returns from
land.
We have for sale and for rent for
Yonkers, N. Y., this week accompan never knew such bad weather as this declining years'.
the season of 1916, several cottages all
Not only may its benefits be had
ied by members o f the family and as year for it has .rained all the time.”
furnished in good locations on RangeTheir largest fish was a 3-pound sal by the water-side, but by hearthstone
usual
will
spend
the
summer
at
The
ley Lake and other localities in RangeBirches, and Mr. Farrington, wilt, far mon caught by Mr. Fistie. Next year when the blast of winter centimes us,
lev Lake3 Region.
we find in an examination of the
Locai agents for the following kinds
me :t of his timle, foe cn Shelter Is they expect sunshine.
Mr,
and
Mrs.
J.
C.
Small
of
Port
tackle and in the thoughts and recol
of insurance: Fire, Life, Accident,
land that be has leased and that he
Automobile, Marine, Plate Glass, Bur
land are passing tlieir honeymoon lections it suggests, a source of hap
is
making
a
gem
of
the
lake.
glary, Postal and Tourists' Baggage.
piness and recreation-—a hobby taint
A number of parties, who have days here in Cozy Comer Cabin.
Buy your Surety Bonds from us and
A. M. Harding and daughter, Miss ed with mo ignoble thought or regret.
avoid the embarrassment of calling on
been waiting for pleasant weather,
your friends.
are expected this week, as alt predict Louise B. Harding of Chestnut Hill, Unhappy i® thie man who has no
hobby.
FURBISH & HERRICK,
the heavy thunderstorm that passed Mass., came Saturday for a short
Rangeley Trust Company Ruilding,
stay.
Othier sports have a debit as well
over this region cm Sunday
afterRangeley, Maine.
Camp Nicolar is taken until mid as a credit side in tine account which
(S p ecial C orrespondence).
neon was the clear in.g-off shower and
summer by the following New York must be rendered of this life. This,
Bemis, Me., Ju.n,e 19.— Fishing here |now come weeks of sunshine.
people:
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Seaman and this alone, may be and should
in Bemis cove has ibeen good the
Many
and daughter, Miss Janet and son, be quite free from stain.
last few days and trolling with fly
Master Carl Seaman, Jr., and Miss people of course profess to love Na
and
spinner
has
brought
to
net
some
TIWE T A B L E
L. Megomgal.
ture.
But if you inquire somewhat
handsome fislh.
In Effect, May 6, 1916
Dr. and Mrs. H. F. Hamilton cf closely you shall find that, for the
G. N. Knight of Leeds brought in
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave FarmBoston have had a delightful ten most part, they Love her at a dis
H. O.
nirton for Phillips, Rangeley and B igelow , at the largest, a 5-pound trout.
days’ stay and think log cabin life to tance, and when they think they
5.15 P.M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas Clark of Jay, who was with him, got
senger trains arrive from Phillips at G.55 A . M. a, 3-pound trout,
have nothing better to engage their
Maine most fascinating.
Bind when
tney
and from Rangeley. Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
'
1 .
Capt. Barker is rushing work ,on a affection®.
started for home this morning they
P. M.
new camp near the casino, for al
Like the gentleman on top of KaMixed, train arrives at 9.35 A. M. and leaves at had all the law would allow of trout
11.00A. M.
ready every camp is taken for Au taibdin. At first sight of the lovely
and salmon to take with them.
STRONG Passenger trains arrive at S trong
gust and as many more would foe tak view he went into gutunal convuls
Messrs. F. Warren Clark of Dor
from Phillips at 6 23 A. M.. and from Phillips and
By P eter P. Carney.
ion® of esetasy, which lasted about
en if they were built.
Rangeley at 1.37 P. M., and from Bigelow at 1.25 chester, Mass., and F. K. Hatfield of
P. M„ and from Farmington at 12.37 P. M. and
Now
that
the
trap-shooting
season
fifty seconds, and the rest of the
All
that
is
needed
in
this
part
of
5 46P. M. Passenger train leaves S tron g fo r Boston have enjoyed a week's rest
Bigelow at 5.50 P. M.
and camp life at Bemis. W hile here fs getting under way it will not be the country to make business rush time he was absorbed on the contemp
con lation of sandwiches and drink.
Mixed Train arrives from Phillips at 8.45 A . M. they took trips to different
places amiss to 'lock over a list of the pre ing and everybody happy is
and from Kingfield at 8.10 A. M.. and from Farm
cautions to take for “ safety first.’’ It tinued pleasant weather.
One would think he could have
trout to
ington at 11.45 A. M. Leaves for Farmington at and had a, pair of 2-pound
is always well to be careful.
The
thus employed
himself with lies®
3.45 A. M. Bigelow. 9 30 A. M. and Phillips at
take
home'.
1.40 P. M.
trouble at the foot of the mountain,
Mir and Mrs. C. L. Dillingham game has been, run happily without
PHILLIPS Passenger Trains leave for Farm ingany accidents and it is hoped that
but perhaps also with less appetite.
ton at 6.00 A. M. and 1.15 P. M. For Rangeley at came up from Dixfield for the week
1916
wilt
net
see
any.
So
remem
And,
after all, his passion for the
W
H
I
S
is
a
very
in5.13 P.M. Passenger Trains arrive from Farm end and found the fiish. better
than
-L teresting and in
ington at 12.55 P. M. and 6.08 P. M. From Rangebeautiful may hlave been sincere, for
ber—
the weather.
ley at 1.15 P. M.
Never point a gun at anybody, structive book on mak
it is a well-known fact that even thie
Mixed Train leaves for Farmington at 7.30 A .
Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Paillmer of
ing cabin boats, canoes,
whether you know the gun is empty row boats, etc. It tells
M., Rangeley 1.20 P. M.
truest love is subject to pain® of
Boston, Mr. and Mins. J. Everett
RANGELEY Passenger Train leaves fo r Farm 
or not.
The didn’t-know-it-wa.s-toad- of the various streams
■hunger.
But my own test for the
Miss Dorothy
ington at 11.25 A. M. and ar.ives from Farmington Hicks and daughter,
one can trip on with a
right love of Nature is a very sim
at 7.50 P. M.
Hicks o f Newtonvil'Le, Mass., after a pd excuse is erne which can never be cabin boat, how to
ple one.
He must be one who in
Mixed Train leaves Rangeley at 7 30 A . M. and week at Loon
Lake, crossed the accepted as a satisfactory one. Some equip for such a trip,
arrives at 3.45 P. M,
making a journey between two points
times a friend wilt ask you to put what to wear and eat,
lakes
the
first
of
the
week
and
SALEM Passenger Train leaves fo r S trong at
cost of a two month’s
will choose, not the straight line,
made a short stay here on their way his gun to your shoulder to see how trip. It gives descrip
1-20 P. M. and for Bigelow at 6.15 P. M.
nor the smooth line, but the crook
well it bandies, etc.
KINGFIELD. Passenger train leaves for Bigelow
tions and diagrams,
home.
Make it a rule never to do -so un photographs and chapters on construction, ed line, the line which wanders up
»t 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farmington 12.40
Dr. W alter W. Parmaiee and A.
I 'M. Passenger train arrives from Farmington
til after you have opened it and as when to float, when and where to land and hill and down dale, leading him who
at 6.35 P. M. and from Bigelow at 11.45 A. M. and E Verrillll of Auburn, while here for a
certained for yoursie’f that it is harm other useful hints. Book is compiled of follows it through sweet and secret
8-25 P. M.
week’s outing had good luck fishing,
less.
Even if your friend has told facts and observations made by the author. places, delaying him with fragrant
Mixed train leaves for Farmington at 6.45 A. M. landing a number of 3-pound
treu
It contains 267 pages, over 40 illustrations
meadows, babbling
streams, cool
you that it was not loaded, he wilt and diagrams, 32 chapters as follows:
and arrives from Strong at 10.45 A . M. Leaves
and
salmon.
for Bigelow at l.P. M. and arrives from Bigelow
appreciate and approve of your extra Down the Mississippi River in a Cabin Boat, shadows cf tree® and rocks', and
W
.
A
.
Maney
of
Lewiston
ami
Trip Down the Yukon, The Cabin Boat, How to
at 4.15 P. M.
care to avoid any passible accident.
Build a Cabin Boat, The Cabin Boat’s Equipment, bringing him at last to hi® journey’s
BIGELOW, Passenger train arrives from K ing- friend, H. K. Buckner of Wollaston,
Furnishings and Furniture, Odds and Ends of end with a kind of a surprise
and
Never
put
a
shell
in
your
gun
ex
field at 10.00 A. M. and from Farmington at 7.28 M ass.,’ are spending the week
Equipment,
The Skiff or Tender, The Gasoline
here
Launch, What to Wear, Things to Eat, CabiD regret.
cept
When
you
are
at
the
score
and
P. M. Leaves for Farmington at 10.50 A. M. and
and yesterday morning before break
Boat Expenses, Cabin Boating Waters, Maps and
7.35 P. M.
Those are the brightest flowers
ready to shoot.
If the trap breaks Landing Lists, Floating, Floating at Night and in
Mixed train arrives at 2.10 P . M. and leaves at fast caught four trout and two sal down, or there is a temporary delay- Fogs, Going Up Stream, Weather, Making Fast which bloom where the crowd never
and Some Rope Hints, Land nps, Troubles, Care
3.10 P.M.
mon that would weigh eight pounds.
Those are
in the sheeting, open your gun and of the Boat, Ways of Making Money. On Making think to look for them-.
SUNDAY TRAIN.
The owners of private camps on
Notes, Land Hints. Photographing, Game and
take
out
your
slhe
t.
Leaves Rangeley for Farmington at 10,50 A. M.
Hunting, Traps and Trapping, Fish and Fishing, the fairest views which wq discover
the lakes are now sending supplies
Amusements. Books, Trapper’ s Canoe, A Cabin for ourselves.
Phillips, 12.25 P. M-, Strong 12.47 P. M. and ar
We feel a certain
Never on gun club grounds place Boat
Coon Hunt.
rives from Farmington at Strong, at 2.22 P. M,. and coming 'in for the summer.
proprietorship in them.
It pleases
a loaded gun on your shoulder, nor
Price Postpaid, Cloth Bound, 11.00.
Phillips 2.43 P. M. and Rangeley 4.25 P. M.
our sense of originality to find' that
let it rest in thie ho’Dow cf your
Maine
Woods,
Phillips,
Maine.
S U B S C R IB E
NOW
FOR
M A IN E
F. N. BEAL, Gen’ l Manager,
(Continued on page seven.)
arm, raking the spectators or your
W OODS.
Phillips, Maine.

TO BE OCCUPIED

HAPPENINGS AT
THE BIRCHES

OUT-OF-DOOR
RECREATION

Albany Party Here for Two Weeks
—Maine Woodc Read With
Interest.

Guests Welcome Sunshine After
Long Rainy Spell.

What Is Better than a Week’s
Fishing Trip to Maine?

RUSHING WORK
ON NEW CAMP

Pleasant Weather Is all That Is
Needed at The Barker.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

NOTES FROM

BEMIS

Owners from Private Camps Com
ing for the Summer.

SANDY RIVER X RANGELEY
LUKES RAILROAD

CANNOT BE
TOO CAREFUL
Never Has Been an Accident in
a Trapshooting Tournament.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

J. W . B r a c k e t t C o .

At a recent meeting of the Sun
There will b,e a hex supper at the
Winahdp scboolhouse on Thursday day school beard of the Methodist
evening, June 29.
All are condialiy church the. following officers, and
L. B. BRACKETT,
invited and the ladies are asked to teacheins were elected for this con
Business Manager bring a box.
ference year: Superintendent, Frank
Mrs. Lafcrest G. Voter has been W, Atwocd; assistant superintendent,
OUTING EDITION
appointed by petition, of Mr. Voter W ills E. Hardy; secretary and treas
pages ..............................................11.00 per year
organist,
and other member© of her family by urer, Henry C. Leighton;
LOCAL EDITION
Agnes, Ross; superintendent cradle
the
Prebate
Court
at
Farmington
as
IE and 16 p a g e s .......... ..................... $1.60 per year
roll diepartment, Bessie F. Crowell1;
Canadian. Mexican. Cuban and Panama sub !his lawful guardian for the manage
Mrs.
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription ment of his personal and real estate, president Temperance society,
S cents extra.
he being unfitted by advanced age, W ilis Hardy; president of Mission
failing health and other mental and ary society, Mrs. R. C. Ross; teacher
Entered as second class matter, January II. physical disabilities, to attend
to it of Men’s organized class, Walter S.
19*9. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under
Toothaker; Women,’s1 organ,ized class,
with prudence and understanding.
the A ct of March 3.1879,
Bessie F. Crowell-; Be,ream orgaarized
Jerry Wilbur, who purchased the
class, Mrs. O. H. Hersey; WiCUng
Tne Maine Woods thoroughly covers the entire Hanscom farm last fa’ll, is, hoping
Workers, Miss Luette
Timberlake;
He
State ot Maine as to Hunting. Trapping. Camp- that he d© going to be w,ealthy.
Frank W. At
» . and Outing news, and the Franklin county has found a quantity of rock on the Young Men’® c’ass,
wood ; Boys’ class,, Harold Beedy;
ocally.
farm, which he thank® is valuable and
Maine Woods solicits communications and fieb
Primary teachers, Mirs. W. S. Tobthcan
he
made
into,
a
polish.
It
will
and game photographs from its readers.
aker
and Mrs. I-la Rcss.
When ordering the address oi your paper crumble into a
fine substance in
banged, please give the old as well as new your hand-.
The Chamber of Commerce Journal
Mr. Wilbur S',as sent
ddress.
some samples away and is anxiously ,ha& the following: “The Bay View
awaiting results.
He says- there are House, Peaks Is’aand, is modern and
T H U R S D A Y , JU N E 22, 1916. '
ton© and tons of it. Anyone wishing comfortable and is situated on the
to see the ©tone can do so at this water front, overlooking the harbor.
F U N E R A L S E R V IC E S OF O L D -T IM E office as Mr. Wilbur has, left one on The house bias a fine patronage and
is growing more popular every year
exhibition.
C IT IZ E N .
with, those who enjoy a fine tafcflie
Lew M. Nchlei was cast for erne o,f
and home comforts at modieirate prices
the ,character parts in, the Shakespear
Mr. Wiliscm C. Bead, whose death
The hotel will be conducted by Mrs:
ean play, “ As You Like It,” which
occurred in, Portland at the home of was given at Bowdoin, this week cn C. W. Howard this year, which is a
guarantee that everything will be
his daughter, Mrs. Ira
Whittemore', Wednesday evening.
thoroughly fiirst-cilass.”
Mrs. Cora.
wai& born in Sanford, Maine, May 8,
The Mistees Marjorie Cutler and Cushman has gone to Peak’s Island
1830, and moved to the Mile Square Kathleen Noble wi'.l be the week-end where she is in the em(plcy of Mrs.
with has parents, When only a few guests of Miss Luette Timiberlliake at Howard, who is her sister.
Marsquamosy Lodge at Rangeley.
Regular meeting of the Social Ser
month© old.
He was the second son
Miss Cutler plans to go via the vice Club wi’li he held- fm the parish
of Sheldon H. and Tabiitha Beal'. As
White Mountain©, on, her return to House Tuesday afternoon-, June 27,
a boy he lived on, the farm now
her home in Massachusetts. Many at two o ’cllcck with an entertainment
owned by Mir. L. G. Voter and with
friends deeply regret that Miss Cut and tasting party.
in a stone’s throw of the farm1where,
when he married Mils© Mary Welle he ler will not return to Phillips to
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Dow and two
took his bride and where he has pass tea oh,.
children of Skowhegan, were recent
Lqon Gocdwin, ©on of Mr. and Mins. guests cf hi© grandmother, Mrs. Har
ed all his life with the exception of
nine years in the gold mine© of Cal H. L. Gocdwin of Farming,ton was riet Grover, who suffered a paralytic
one of the graduates from the ninth shock a few weeks, ago, but Who is
ifornia.
Mr. Beal was known a© an honest, grade o the model department of the now convalescing a© rapidly as pos
upriight citizen and had the resipect Normal school last week who was sible from- it, considering her advanc
They made the trip by
of the entire community.
He was a given a diploma which wi’l admit ed years.
successful farmer and raising straw him to the High, school:
automobile and were accompanied by
M. W. Too Faker was out from Mrs. Dow’s sister and husband.
berries had teen a specialty for sev
Mr.
eral years and you could always- rely Dalla® Saturday for the day.
Dr. and Mir©. O' as: Cunningham
on a first-class article when sold by Toothaker is, putting in, long days as and daughter of Auburn, and Mr. and
him.
He was a neighborly, gendial he has a big lumbering contract on Mrs. Harry Chandler cf Strong are
man, with, a pleasant word for those his hands and i® also hi© own chef.
spending the week at Rangeley.
Tih,ere will te quite extensive re
who came his way which endeared
Mrs. F. flVL Hammond is assisting in
pairs made on the Methodist church, the National! Bank during the absence
him to many Mends.
W, S. Kelley of Miriam BrAckett.
For several, years his heaJlth, has includl'oig new paper.
ha©
been
engaged
to
do
the work.
been declining, hut he warded off
Mir, and Mrs: G. W. Lufkin of
Veo F. Small, son of Mr. and Mrs, Tampico, Florida, have arrived at
the inevitable as long a© it was
possible.
Last fall he went to pass W. W. Small of Farmington, and prin Madrid to spend the summer at the
the winter with his- daughter, M ips. cipal of the Scairboro High Bcbocl, •home of Mrs. Lufkin’s uncle, Chas.
Ira Whittemore in Portland, with, the has been re-elected for another year. Lufkin.
Dana Aldrich ha©
purchased a W. S. Badger accompanied hi® scar,
idea of returning to his home in the
spring, but his health, failed so rap steamer car.
Frank to Rangeley last week where
V e r y dainty program© for the grad
idly that it was impossible.
he visited relatives for a few days.
uation and bop of the Phillips High j Friends in, town of Miss Ursel
Pour daughters were bom to Mr.
school and graduation, of the Gram-j Warren of Lynn, Mass:, have re
and Mrs. Beal, Aliie, Helen,
Elvie
mar have been printed a,t this- office |ceived announcement® cf her mar
and Ida. Two were taken from him,
j this week.
The PbdlL’ipian is also |riage to Walface Mprrison which will
Helen and Elvie.
Mrs;. Beal passed
j being print,ed here which wiillli be a take place next month.
away many years ago, and was a
j credit to the class of 1916. The cover Miss Ethelyn Beedy, who is train
great sufferer from rheumatism for
was designed and drawn by Arthur ing for a nurse in a Portland hos
many year© before her death,.
Shepard and is a work of airt.
The
Mr. Beal’© brothers and sisters IPhilDipian wi 1 he cn sale Thursday pital, came heme last week for a
were Nathaniel B., Hcrace,
Lewis, Ievening and it is hoped that every- short vacation.
Mrs. George Bean went to Byron
Bradford, Sheldon, Aliura.,
Valora, ione will purchase one or more copies
Eldora, B. Frank, ECLhana M., and j as it will help the class to defray Tuesday for a week’s visit with rel
Eulia, all' of whom are dead but Lura |expenses and ailiso he a good souvenir atives.
Mr. ard Mrs. Henry Beall are re
Adams, living in Skowfliegan, Eldora Ito keep.
It will con,tain, half tones
Ros© and B. Frank in Phillips and of the principal, Mr. F. Merton, Ham ceiving felicitations cn the arrival' of
a lift’,a daughter at their home.
Bana M. Keene in Massachusetts1.
mond and a group picture of th e ' Mrs. Ra’iph Bangs, Who was operat
Funeral services we,re held at the graduating class.
ed upon for appendicitis at her home
home of hi© sister, Mrs. w. J. Ross
The Democratic County committee1
Friday afternoon, June 9, Rev. M. met at the office of Thomas D.j last Friday, is getting along fine.
S. Hutchimsi, officiating and Under Austin Friday afternoon, June 9th,, |Mrs, Hurley is the nurse.
party,
taker Chandler in charge. Interment Iand organ,ized as follows: Chairman,1 The government survey
which
lias
been
located
at
the
Braywas in the Mile Square cemetery.
jv. L. Riggs, Jay;
secretary and
man crossing for the past week, is
The following floral contributions treasurer, C. T, Gay, Farmington; E .1
now stationed at Madrid.
were sent:
Pinks, Mr. and Mr®. J. Dakin, Wilton ; E. B. Maxwclll, j
Mrs. Bertha Perkins attended the
Bemj. Williams, Worcester, Mass.; Carthage; C. S. Norercss,
Chester-j 100th anniversary of her home town,
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Ira Whittemore, vilhe; J. W. Colby, Temple; H. P. j
Guilford, last week.
Portland; pinks, Mrs. Luira Adams, McLaughlin, New Sharcn;
E.
L. j
Mr. and Mirs: Fred Leavitt ere re
S. H. and W. D. Bradbury, Skowhe- Johnson, Strong; T. A. Schofield,
ceiving
felicitations cai the arrival
gan; pinks, Mr. and Mbs. W. J. Ross, Weld; O. C. Gilbert, King,field; L. DJ
Mr. and Mr©. B. F. Beal, Mir. -and j Hailey, Rangeley; R. 4L. Lish.,ernes©, of a son at their home.
There wiiif te no dance at the
Mrs. Harry Goodwin, Phillips; pinks, Stratton; Bitcn Wing, pihifflip®.
Grange hall next Saturday night cn
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Be,a1, Phillips;
Rev. I. B, Mower of Water vilhe will
pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Will Lord, Skow- occupy the, pulpit at the Federated ! account of the recepticn.
hegan; pinks, L. A. Worth ley, Phil church Sunday morning, Jur e 25th, |
lips; jonquil’s, Mr. and Mrs. Sheldcn at 10.45 a. m.
Mr. Mower is the
Beal, Skowhegan; pinks, Mr. and corre,spending secretary of the United
Mrs. Edwin Wells, Worcester; pinks, Baptist convention.
Miss Clara Beal, Portland; stalks and
pink©, E, J. Rosis, Mr. and Mrs: Lee
A glance into our window will
Ross, Phillips; white lilacs, Homier,
Phyllis, and Pauline Gocdwin; snap show you the Latest Ideas in
dragon®, Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Voter; Modern Jewelry there set forth.
pinks, Mrs. F. M. Harrington, Port
Our latest goods are mostly shown in
land; pinks, Mrs. A. L. Lombard the window first. Inside you will find
I shall receive a new line of
and Mrs: E. L. Braun, Portland; Style, Beauty and Rare Good Taste re sport hats this week.
Also
pinks, “ P. of H.”
flected in every article. If you are some pretty styles in the white
discriminating you wi.l demand our
dress hats.
goods, if not you will need our Pro
NOTICE
tection.

Phillips, Maine

SPRING AND
SUMMER

MILLINERY

I shall be in Phillips (Hilton
House) on or about June 25,1916.
FRANK F. GRAVES.
Graduate Optometrist.

CRONKHITE’S, The Jeweler
Phillips, Maine.

B. M. PERKINS,
Phillips,

Maine

AMONG OUR

George Huff took Revalo Warren,
George Morten and Hazel Sweetsier tc
Rangeley to attend the Peter Mur
ray Stock Company show.
Lament Bean- made a business trip
to Red-ington Tuesday.
Mrs, Addie True and her sister,
Mrs,. E, A. Morgan- are at tine form
er’© camp at Dallas fer a few day®.
Rollins & Bean hove the addition
to their garage nearly
completed.
This will give them much more rocm
for their work.

It’s handy to step into Tcothafeer’i
for fresh, bread.

EAST MADRID

Sport shirts at fifty cents and $1
at D. F. Hoyt’s.

June 19.
Mrs. Irvin Mitchell cf Dixfield
and Miss Nellie Harnden of Dryden
visited at S. L. Medham’s last week.
S. L. Mecluam, returned from Ban
gor Saturday night.
Mrs,. Geo. Barnjum and children
left last week for New Brunswick
to vjsit her parents, Mr. Barnjum
accompanying them, as far as Port
land while on his way to Boston:
Clara Virgin of Dryden is visiting
at S. L. Meeham’s this week.
Victor McLaughlin is on the sick
list.
The doctor was called, to see
him the first of the week.
Cynthia Hinikiey has finished work
fc,r Mrs. R. E. McLaughlin and re
turned home.

Wristlet watches are. the vogue.
Have your open-face watch, made
over today.
See A. G. ‘Cronlchite
about it.

EUSTIS
June 19.
Rev. Mr. Waird of the Congregation
al society of Portland p,reached at the
sehoolihouse here, Sunday, June L18.
There was a gcod attendance.
The grass is locking fine, hut the
gardens are not doing very well ow
ing to so much wet weather.
Warren Dyer has returned home
from guiding.
Fred Hutchins and Glen
Gordon
have come out from
Tumbledown
Mountain, where they have been, for a
few days.
Mrs. Ida Corbett has ccme
at
The Sargent to do table work this
summer.
Mrs. Wayne Fletcher is
doing kitchen work there.

ADVERTISERS

Only a few more Goodyear auitomobile tires left at the old price at
the Hardiware store.
First come
first served.

Fishels Green Seal chocolates at
80 cents per pound.
No better at
any price.
At Parker’s.
Some of the ne-w feature® at Whit
ney’©, are the new stools and chairs
for the soda fountain, the wood part,
is made of oak and the metal parts
are strong and reliable.
George Bean has a fresh line of
fruits.
You can find a big lane of art
squares of aJK kinds and prices at C.
F. Chandler & Son’s.
Coats and suits marked
the Sedge,ley store.

down, at

Rclliins & Bean have enlarged their
garage to make better quarters fer
their work.
You. never can tell .what the weath
er will he.
Buy an umbrella at C.
M. Hoyt’s.
Remittances Wanted.

For hours the sympathetic mother
had listened to her son's tirade against
the college that had expelled him in
disgrace and against his father for
abetting them in it. “P it, dear,” she
said at last, “you really cannot blama
your father for being angry. You
must see that you have made a very
bad return for all his unremitting kind
MARRIAGES.
ness.” "Ah, that’s just it,’’ retorted
the irate student. “ If it hadn't been
•Phillips, June 20, by Rev. M. S. so confoundedly ‘unremitting’ I could
Hutchins, George L. Barker and Mrs. have pulled through.”
Matilda B. Ross, both of Phi!lips.
Phillips, June 21, by Rev. M. S.
S U B S C R IB E N O W
FOR MAINE
Hutchins, Wm. H. Jacobs and, Mr®. W O O DS A N D R E A D T H E LOCAL
Eipma H. Raymond, both,.of Phillips. N E W S .

HAVE YOU GOT A

STAMP BOOK
YET?

If not come in and let

us show you the

Advantage of a Stamp Account.
The stamps are given at
our Main St. Store (not at the
grocery store) one for each
10c cash purchase, and will be
redeemed for any of the val
uable prizes in our window, I
and many others inside.

c.

h

. McKenzie

t r a d in g co .

!
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CLASSIFIED
One cent a word In advance. N o headline or
other display. Subjects in a. b. c. order

FOR SALE—Desirable house Jots in
A d d r e s s Maine Woods.

Phillips.

FOR SALE—Pressed
straw. ScmalJ
pigs and shoats.
B. F. Beal, Phdlllips, Me.
FOR SALE OR EX.OHANGB— Young,
lound, acclimated horses. Both heavy
and light.
’Phone 14-4. R. C. Ross,
Phillips. Me.
FOR SALE—The W. C. Beal farm.
B. F. Beal, Phillips, Me.
FOR SALE OR TO REJNT—Camp in
Maine woods, fully furnished, all con
veniences, indkidicg motor boat. For
particulars apply to Maine Woods.

N A T U R A L L Y GOOD
TO BACCO does it!

FOR SALE—Farm and land in Phil
lips, field, pasture and orchard. Five
minutes walk from station.
Write
for particulars. D. R. Ross, Phifllldips,
Me-

A ll the experimenting in the world couldn’t
improve the natural flavor of the tobacco in Per
fection Cigarettes.
S o — w e give you this tobacco exactly as de
licious as N A T U R E made it.
— don’t forget that — crowded
full of its own original mellowness and refresh
ing, sprightly taste.
P e rfectio n s are u n u s u a l— sim p ly because
they’re

FOR SALE—Barred Rock eggs. Good
cross of prize winning birds. Special
pen, 75 cents per setting; others 50
cents. Hannah E. Buker, Weld, Me.

N aturally good

FOR SERVICE—White Chester boar.
Don Ross, Phillips, Me.
WANTED—Man owning horse to
drive Grand Union Tea Cart through
Philips, Strong, Kingfield and sur
rounding towns.

JU ST N A T U R A L L Y GOOD
WANTED—Horses and young stock
to pasture in the
Morton pasture
near Mt. Blue.
F. A.
Phillips,
Maine Telephone 36-2.

Sc&gccc d r

FIREARMS ANT) ANTIQUES. Buy,
sell, exchange all sorts of old-time
and modern firearms. Stephen Van
Renssalaer, Antiques, 22 East 34th
Street, New York.
WANTED—First-class mam cook for
boys’ summer camp, North. Belgrade,
Maine. Best of references required.
Good pay to right man.
Apply to
Henry Richards, Gardiner, Me.
FOR RENT—“ Birch Point
Lodge,’ j
situated on Lake Mooselookineguntic
directly opposite
“ The
Birches,’’
known* a£ the Newport o f Maine.
Unquestionably the most beautiful
spot in the Rangeley Lake country.
Comfortably accommodates fourteer
persons, modern plumbing, ice house
fuU, wood shed stocked, motor boat,
rowboats and canoes, all in good
condition. Salmon amd trout fishang.
Apply to J. L. Kraus, 29 Broadway,
New York City.
WANTED—Men to work on Kingfield
bridge. Rate 25 cents per hour.
Come ready to ' work. Address Sand
ers Engineering Co., Kingfield, Me.
WANTED—A few summer boarders
at Grand View Farm.
Good fishing
and hunting.
Anyone looking for a
quiet, healthful place wSlllL do well to
inquire at Maine Woods office.

IO

fo r 5*

THE CAPT. ON A
BUSINESS TRIP
Others Take the Place oi Those
Who Reeled In
(S p ecial C orrespondence).

Barker,
iMooselocikmegumtie
Lake,
June 12-—™ s afternoon
the
FOR SALE—Team outfit, horses,
weighing 3200, nine and ten, clever, sum has come out from, behind the
clouds and everybody is smiling, for
gocd crder, gocd workers;
harness,
ai'l declare it has rained long enough..
wagon and sled®, nearly new, ail in
Several parties have reeled in and
£ood repair. Will sell cheap. If in
gene
home the past week, but others
terested come and see them, or ad
have com e to take their place.
dress Bex 35, Fayette, Maine.
Not everyone had courage to go
out
fishing in the cold and rain, but
BOARDERS wanted at Camp Dewey,
Vammira Pond.
Best c f camp ser those wihir braved the weather had
vice. Boats to let. fine beaclhi for Food: catches.
bathing. .Weekly boarders taken.. Only
$7.00 to $10.50 per week, according
to room. Write Mrs. H. E. Farmer,
Temple, Me.
FOR SALE—Household fuirn.it litre,
stove, ice cream freezer, washing
machine, graphophone with 200 re
cords. . Sell cheap if taken at otn.ee.
Mrs. F. J. Toothaker, Phillips, Me.
Tel. 16-11.
For SAL\E—My hotel, canups and
tend at Carry Pond.
W ill sie’H to
the right party on easy terms. W ill
teke house, Lcuse llots* or farm, piroperty as payment at its value.
Henry
J Lane. Carry Pond1, Me.
FOR SALE—Delicious wi’d strawber
ry preserves.
Strictly pure, firstclass. Pints 60 cents.
'Mrs. Robert
Golding, North) Perry, Maine.

The

M A PS O F M A IN E
R E SO R TS A N D ROADS

A pleasant party frem Norwich.,
Conm., Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Young,
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Frisbie are here
for their annual June trip.
Mrs. F. H. Rose of
Cleveland,
Ohio, carre in her touring cair, ac
companied by her friends, Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Hart of Hartford, Conn.,
and they have been enjoying a
week’s stay, and Mr. Hart distinguish
ed himself by landing a 5 ^-pound
salmon, Oscar Parker, guide. Frank
W. Mesite of the same city caught a
3% -pound salmon yesterday.
W. S. Hixon of Lynn, Mass., with
Will Lufkin, lias a 5%-pound' salmon
to his credit this week.
Another party who came last week
in their touring car from New York
for a ten days’ sojourn, included
Messrs. Abel King, Leopold K. Sim
on, Isaac Schorsehi, I. E. St:(liorsoh
and Henry Goldsmith.
Mr, and Mrs. Paul R. Reiss and
son, Master Julian of
Cleveland.,
Ohio, registered here Saturday
on
their way to York Camps, Locn Lake
Dr. and1 Mrs. H. F. Hamilton of
Boston came this nocn to enjoy severail weeks o f log cabin life.
H. WacPnemheimer of Providence,
R. I., is here for a short stay.
Capt. F. C. Barker was in the city
this week on a business trip.
Capt. Nate Barrett, who for over
20 years was in Capt. Barker’s em
ploy and made many friends among
v s traveling public, has recemtly
purchased a fruit store cn Main St.,
Lewiston, where he is dcing a pros
perous business.
Capt. Arthur Co
burn of Bethel willl take l is place cn
the steamboats this season.

Maine Woods has frequent inquiries
or maps o f t h e fishing regions of the
tate, etc. We can furnish the followng maps:
$a 50
klin County
.50
irset County
.50
rd County
.50
taquis County
.50
3took County
•DO
lington County
LOT
ig map of Maine, 20x^5 in
,3F
>gical map of Maine
.35
map o f Maine
.61
oscoggin County
,3f
lerland County
.50
ock County
.35
ebec County
.35
.35
iln^nd Sagadahoc Counties
50
W henever you write to one of our
bscot County
.35
o County
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
.35
County
M aine Woods.

FOR SALE—T wo horse McCormick
mower, two horse potato htoe, 8 H.
P. Reliance engine, two seated Democrat. j. L. Wocdis, PL til ips, Mis.

CIGARETTES
Also packed 2 0 forIO*

A p la in , plum - c o lo r e d
package but— real smokes

J.

w

BRACKETT

Phillips;

-

CO.,

Maine.

you to do so;
th e

ad vertiser

It is im portant

to

important to us and
naturally

wants to

know where you found his name.

Armed Plants.

Flying Bird Broke Window.

Many plants protect themselves
from their enemies by the use of
spikes or prickles, and venom, just as
certain animals do. Of those using
the first-named device there are—as
a naturalist pointed out—innumerable
examples. The bramble, the gorse, and
the holly are familiar instances of
shrubs and trees “armed to the teeth,’’
so to speak. . Many plants imitate the
reptiles in arming themselves with
venom. Of these are the deadly night
shade, or belladonna, and the nux vo
mica. Less destructively inclined are
those plants which are simply protect
ed by their disagreeable taste. The
common buttercup, which is one of
these, is generally shunned by horses
and cattle. A plant which, like the
skunk, is protected by a disagreeable
smell is the flgwort. Only that hardy
and insensitive animal, the goat, will
touch it.

The great speed and force with
which birds fly was strikingly illus
trated the other day when a partridge
crashed through a large window in
a country residence near Red Wing,
Minn. The window was glazed with;
plate glass, one-fourth inch thick. The
bird, which weighed 20 ounces, was
found dead in the living room 11 feet
from the window.
The impact of
its body broke a hole in the heavy
glass about three feet in diameter.
This window is more than five feet
square and close to the ground. It
overlooks a large lawn which at cer
tain times cf the day is very vividly
reflected in the glass. It is thought
that the bird was deceived by the re
flection and supposed it was flying
through an opening when it met its
death.
All but two or three very
small pieces of the broken glass were
thrown into the room.

The Pretty Girl.

Give the pretty girl her due. Why
should she not have her share ot
honest praise? Too often when one
comes to investigate he finds a halfcontemptuous note in the description
of some girl whose beauty stands out
so prominently that it blinds the ob
server to her other virtues. Yes, other
virtues. In itself beauty is a virtue,
just as cheerfulness and unselfishness
and sincerity are virtues. It is almost
as hard to cultivate these others as it
is to take thought and add a degree
to beauty., Often they are natural gifts,
and yet a girl with these natural gifts
is given credit for cultivating them,
while the one who is “only pretty” is
condemned on the ground that she
has had nothing to do with her looks,
that heredity or luck or something else
made her pretty, and that she is sat
isfied to be pretty and nothing else.
Give the pretty girl her due. Admit
that whether she wills or not she is
doing a service in the world, just as
the rainbow or the violet or the moun
tain do their part. And admit, too,
that usually she is glad to render her
share to the joy of the world, that,
sung but usually unappreciated, she
is doing something for the good of
humanity.—Columbia State.

William F. Nye s the great
est authority on refined oils in the
world. He was the first bottler; has
the largest business and NYOIL
is rhe best oil he has ever made.
NYOIL
HAS NO EQUAL.
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil.
Use NYOIL on everything
where a light oil is needed. It pre
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica| tion.
| Sportsmen, use it liberally on
| your firearms and your rod. You will
j find it by far the best. Hardware and
i -^pcTL'.ng goods dealers sell it in large
bottle (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
; ir, trial sizes at 10 c. Made by

WM. F. NYE,
New B e d fo rd , Mass.
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WHERE DOES
AROOSTOOK BEGIN?

WOODS,

more and wider advertising.

All Now Ready at Billy's—Hinds
and Wellman Party Will
Arrive Soon.

Don’t waste time with or
dinary flour when your gro
cer can give you William
Tell, milled from Ohio Red
Winter Wheat. Order a sack
today and do some blue
ribbon baking. You can
win domestic science’prizes
with the good things baked
from W illiam Tell, the
flour that goes farther.

Up where the pure air is blowing;
Up where the trout streams are'
flowing;
Up where there’s reaping and sow
ing;
Up where th-e true sports are going—
That’s where Aroostook begins.
Up
Up
Up
Up

where a game world is making;
where forests are shaping;
where there’s buying and giving;
where there’s sighing and sing
ing—
T-hat’s where Aroostook begins.

Who the author was I know net.
It was ■written with a pencil, on
cheap paper (paper stock is scarce
and expensive) and I have taken
some liberties- with the text.
My
apologies are extended to the auth
or; I’m sure he has- something better
up his sleeve.
Yours cordially,
J. C. Hartsli-ern-e.
N ation’s Chief Justices.

W illia m
T e ll
C.

H.

McKenzie Trading
Phillips, Maine.
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H A A lfQ
d U U K d

There’s

room for all.
Memorial Day observances
were
hampered somewhat by unfavorable
weather conditions.
After the cere
monies at the cemetery at Miasiardis
there was a union piemi-c on the Co-le
estate opposite the grave yard. The
program was net allowed to go by
default; better weather next time
we hope.
Rev. N. B. Ackerman’s
Oxbow, Me-., June 5, 1916.
address was thoroughiy patriotic and
To the Editor of Maine Woods:
was greatly appreciated by all who
It has occurred to me that it heard it.
Mir. Ackerman proposes
migihit not he amis® to blaze a trail to hold a vreek of evangelistic ser
from Bangor, so that ‘‘'tine wayfaring vices in the church at the Bow be
mia.p ,thonglh, a fool’, need not err there fore tong.
The spirit cf Bilily Sun
in,” but comie rdigiM up to
’s front day goes before his actual presence
door at the Bow.
Here it is*, as in the. east, and doubtless will per
laid out fctr me by Walter D. Hinds, meate the land from Maine to Cali
Who often comes over the road in fornia.
Let the good -work go on.
his auto from Portland, viz: Banger Righteousness is simply
rightness;
to Oldtown-, follow the -river to Ha- and most, if not a’d, will choose to
Grange, thence to Howland; cross riv do right seme o f the time..
er to South- JLincoln, then Lincoln;
Faxes are often seen hereabouts,
themce to Winn and Mattawa-mkeag. A
and we hear of several large black
bout a mile aai-d a talf b-eyond Matta
bears being shot or trapped in reg
wa-rnkeag, near a covered bridtge turn
ions net very far away.
Broods of
to left for Sherman, and Sherman
wild ducks have their temporary
Mills; thence to Patten; thencie to
homes cn and about cur streams.
Moro, and fellow read to Oxbow.
Plenty of deer and many moose tracks
Good roads, usually, all the way.
are seen in the Otter brook country
Libby’s C-am-ps are receiving new
north of the Bow.
Billy was over
comers every week-end new.
Late
there iais-t week inspecting his -hunt
arrivals are:
(Morris Williams, PhdiLing camps and reported having seen
adelphia, P-enn.; Edward
Brennan,
12 deer, five in a bunch- on what ap
W. R. Reinhardt, J. M. Maurer, Shampeared to be a natural ‘‘s-a’t lick.”
okin, Pen-n. They have gone up riv
He also captured a goed string of
er to Lake Munsun-gan and beyond
trout on the way in.
perhaps’.
A party of four from Presque Isle,
Last Saturday’s arrivals at Libby’s
just in from a trip to Li,bite Pleas
were:
F. A. Wallace, H. L. Davis,
C. D. Morris, iC. W. Leavenworth, all ant Pond, near Munsungan, showed
a s-mall pdckile barrel- fufi- of
from Wallingford, Conn. They went
sizeable square tails.
The fish in
up river -Sunday morning to Lake
Munsungan, with Charlie Rowe, Char Little Pleasant Pond are of good
lie Weeks, EJllie Currier and Herman size and very plentiful- we are told.
The local Grange initiated nine or
Junkin-s for guides.
Rain fell stead
ten members last Saturday night.
ily nearly all day.
Tihie box supper and dans,ant given Um,coleus Lodge is a prosperous,
by the local- Grange last Thursday wide-awake institution, and is fast
evening in the new Grange hall wa-s getting its fine, large fc-uilding into
largely attended by Bcwites and shape for immediate use. It is cen
many from neigh-boring villages. The trally located and is bound to be
three Raffords from Ashland gave in come a social center of wide influ
spiring music which greatly pleased ence for the good of the whole com
both old and young.
The affair munity.
netted the Grange about $45.
Mr. S. T. Wellman and family of
The Christian Endeavor
Society Cleveland, Ohio, will arrive on or
social -at the -little Ch-urch on the about the 15th inst.
They, will be
hill was successfully
carried out the first regular guests of the sea
under the leadership of Rev. N. B. son of 1916 at Capt. Billy Soule's
Ackerman and the Misses
Parker Oxbow home camp.
They will have
and MacLaughliu, schoolteachers at four guides and alH the “ fixims” to
the Bow.
Fcir a little
community m-atoh.
Oxbow is wide awake and thin-ks of
Ply fishing is now on th-e regular
something more than household drud menu, and natural flies are not mis
gery, potatoes and logging.
They sing though not yet pestiferous.
read the Bangor and Boston papers,
Th-e following toes, picked up on
too.
th-e highway at the Bow. sound goc-d
■Pasturage is in fine feather, and
enough to be printed.
What
say
the crops promise well- for a prosper
you?
ous season.
Stream fishing holds
good, and fly fishing is- now in. order i
Up where the handclasps are strong
or the lakes in the back country.
er;
Waiter -D. Hinds and party is ex
Up where the smile dwells the long
pected from Portland this week.
er;
Everybody knows when Walter “ flys”
Up where the sun shines much
in; he makes the dust fly behind
stronger;
him, and the people knew his ma
Up where the winter’s some longer,
chine by the speed he
maintains,
Th-a-t’s where Aroostook begins.
though the -night he dark as Egypt.
Other guests are booked for Billy’s
Up where the sky is quite bluer;
to arrive soon, and all is now
Up where the home life is- truer;
ready fc-r their comfort and sport.
Up where the home ties blind tig1iter;
Billy has had more inquiries this
Up where the snciw fa'i is whiter—
spring than usual owing, doubtless to
That’s where Aroostook begins.

Blue Ribbon Flour

P H IL L IP S ,

The chief justices of th9 United
States, beginning with the first and
continuing to the present day, have
been as follows: John Rutledge, 1795,
for one term of the court, but was not
confirmed bv the senate; Oliver Ells
worth. 1796-1799; John Marshall, 18011835; Roger B. Taney, 1836-1864; Sal
mon P. Chase, 1864-1873; Morrison R.
Co., Waite, 187» 18SS; Melvilio W. Fuller,
1888 1910, Edward D. White, 1910.

FOR h u n t e r s , t r a p p e r s ,
f is h e r m e n a n d s p o r t s m e n

by leading publishers, hunters, trap
pers and sportsmen in N orth Am erica.
T h e information they contain is re
liable, having been gathered from ac
tual expiences and successful experi
m ents of men w h o are leaders in the
different branches covered
w ork s.
T h e se

books should

by these

be

in the

hands o f every man w ho goes into
the w oods,

either for

pleasure or

profit.

FOX TRAPPING
BOOK of
instruction
tells how to trap
s n a r e , poison
and shoot. A
valuable b o o k
for trappers. If
all the methods
as given in this
had been stud
ied out by one
man and he had
begun trapping
when Columbus
discovered
America, more
than four hun
dred years ago
he would not be
half completed. This book is edited by A.
R. Harding and contains about 50 illustra
tions, and about 200 pages, is divided into
22 chapters, as follows:
General Information; Baits and Scents;
Foxes and Odor; Chaff Method Scent;
Traps and Hints; All Round Land Set; Snow
Set; Trapping Red Fox; Red and Grey; Wire
and Twine Snare; Snare, Shooting, Poison;
My First Fox; Tennessee Trapper’s Methods;
Many Good Methods; Fred and the Old
Trapper; Experienced Trapper Tricks; Rey
nard Outwitted; Fox Shooting; A Shrewd
Fox; Still Hunting the Fox; Fox Ranches;
Steel Traps.

A

Part 1—Hunting Dogs, N ight Hunting. The
Night Hunting Dog—His Ancestry, Training
the Hunting Dog. Training the Coon Dog. Train
ing for Skunk, Opossum and Mink, W olf and
Coyote Hunting, Training for Squirrels and
and Rabbits, Training the Deer Hound. Training
—Specific Things to Teach, Training—Random
Suggestions from Many Sources. Part 2—Breed
ing and Cate o f Dogs—Selecting the Dog, Care
and Breeding. Breeding. Breeding (Continued),
Peculiarities of Dogs and Practical Hints. Ail
ments o f the Dog. Part 3—Dog Lore—Still tra il
ers vs Tonguers. Music, The Dog on the Trap
Line, Sledge Dogs of the North. Part 4—The
Hunting Dog Family—American Fox Hound, The
Beagle. Dachshund and Basset Hound. Pointers
and Setters. Spaniels. Terriers—Airedales. Scotch
Collies. House and Watch Dogs. A Farmer Hunt
er—His Views, Descriptive Table of Technical
Terms.

methods for
their capture.
Contains 245
pages, size 5
x 7 inches,
with 40 illus
trations. The
c h a p t e r on
“ Tracks and Signs” is worth dollars to
young and inexperienced hunters and trap
pers, as the author shows drawings of the
footprints of the various animals. The au
thor is personally acquainted with some of
the most expert trappers in North America,
and has also followed the Indians over their
trap lines, and in this way learned many
things which to the white man are not gen
erally known.
The book contains twenty-four chapters
as follows: The Trapper’s Art; The Skunk;
The Mink; The Weasel; The Martin; The
Fisher; The Otter; The Beaver; The Musk
rat; The Fox; The Wolf; The Bear; The
Raccoon; The Badger; The Opossum; The
Lynx; Bay Lynx or Wild Cat; The Cougar;
The Wolverine; The Pocket Gopher; The
Rabbit; Tracks and Signs; Handling Furs;
Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

DEADFALLS AND SNARES
BOOK of

structions f o i
trappers about these
a n d o t h e r home
made traps by A. R.j
Harding. This book
contains 232 pages
sizes 5 x 7 inches,]
and 84 drawings and
illustrations, printed
on good heavy pa
per. The most com
plete book on hov
to m a k e “ home
made” traps ever
published. Building
deadfalls and con
structing snares, as
explained in this book is of value to trap
pers where material, saplings, poles, boards,
rocks, etc., are to be had for constructing.
The book contains- 28 chapters as follows:
Building Deadfalls; Bear and Coon Dead
falls; Otter Deadfall; Martin Deadfall; Stone
Deadfall; The Bear Pen; Portable Traps;
Some Triggers; Trip Triggers; How to Set;
When to Build; Whereto Build; The Proper
Bait; Traps Knocked Off; String Pole Snare;
Trail Set Snare; Bait Set Snare; The Box
Trap; The Coop Trap; The Pit Trap; Num
ber of Traps; When to Trap; Season’s Catch;
General information; Skinning and Stretch
ing; Handling and Grading; From Animal to
Market; Steel Traps.
Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.

T©

T

The Hudson’ s Bay Company; The “ Free Trader"
Outfitting- Indians, Trackers of the North. Provis
ions for the Wilderness, Forts and Posts, About
Indians, Wholesome Foods. Officer’s Allowances,
Indian Packs, Indian Mode of Hunting Beaver,
Indian Mode of Hunting Lynx and Marten, Indian
Mode of Hunting Foxes, Indian Mode o f Hunting
Otter and Musquash, Remarkable Success. Things
to Avoid. Anticosti and its Furs, Chiseling and
Shooting Beaver, The Indian Devil. A Tame Seal,
The Care of Blistered Feet, Deer Sickness, A Case
of Nerve. Amphibious Combats, Art of Pulling
Hearts, Dark Furs, Indians are Poor Shots, A
Bear in the Water, Voracious Pike, The Brass
Eyed Duck. Good Wages Trapping, A Pard Neces
sary. A Heroic Adventure, Wild Oxen. Long Lake
Indians, Den Bears, The Mishap of Raison.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents

STEEL TRAPS
E S C R IB E S the
various makes
D
and tells how to use

FDR FARMING

Price, postpaid, cloth hound, 60 cents.



E L L S about the
Hudson Bay Com
pany; Northern Indians
and their Modes of
Hunting, Trapping, etc
Provisions f o r t h e
Wilderness, Things to
Avoid, etc., etc. The
author (Martin Hunter)
was with the Hudson
Bay Company for about
40 years—from 1863 to
1903 and the informa
tion is given from al-'
most a half century’s
experience. This book contains 277 pages,
thirty-seven chapters as follows:

Price, postpaid, cloth hound 60 cents.

practical

e s c r i
bes

D the
f ur-b e a r i n g

Af

in a

practical man
the training,
handling, treatment,
breeds, etc., best
adapted for n i g h t
hunting, as well as
gun dogs for daylight
sport. This book is
not intended for the
field trial dog men,
but is for the real
dog men who delight
in chases that are
genuine.
Contains
253 pages, size 5 x 7 inches, with 45 illus
trations, 26 chapters as follows:

animals, their
nature, habits
and distribu
t i on, w i t h

SCIENCE OF TRAPPING

o r d er s

e s c r ib e s

D
ner,

BOOK of
information
about fur-bearing
animals, enclos
ures, their habits,
care, etc., and is
th e recognized
authority on Jur
raising—now in
fourth edition—
written from in
formation secur
ed from reliable
sources, includ
ing U. S. Govern
ment r e p o r t s .
Demand for furs
is increasing yearly while the supply is be
coming less. Fur farming is a profitable
industry. Book contains 266 pages, 39 il
lustrations from photographs; 15 chapters
as follows:
Supply and Demand, What Animals to
Raise; Enclosures, Laws Affecting Fur
Family,Box Trap Trapping, Fox Raising, Fox
Raising in Canada, Skunk Raising, Mink
Raising, Opossum Raising, Muskrat Rais
ing, Raccoon Raising, The Beaver and the
Otter, Killing, Skinning and Stretching,
Deer Farming.

Price, postpaid, cloth bonnd, 60 cents.

A

CANADIAN WILDS

HCNTING DOGS

T h e follow ing books are endorsed

A

them. Also chapters
on care of pelts, etc.
This book contains
333 Pages, 5 x 7 in.,
and 130 illustrations,
printed on good qual
ity heavy paper. Just
the book that trappers
have long needed.
Gives the history of
steel traps, how made,
sizes for various ani
mals with detailed in
structions on where and how to set. This
book contains 32 chapters as follows:
Sewell Newhouse; Well Made Traps; A
Few Failures; Some European Traps; Proper
Sizes; Newhouse Traps; Double and Web
Jaws; Victor, Hawley & Norton; Jump 'ijaps;
Tree Traps; Stop . Thief Traps; Wide
Spreading Jaws; Caring for Traps; Marking
Traps; How to Fasten; How to Set; Where
to Set; Looking at Traps; Mysteriously
Sprung Traps; Good Dens; The Proper
Bait; Scent and Decoy; Human Scent and
Signs; Hints on Fall Tapping; Land
Trapping; Water Trapping; When to Trap:
Some Deep Water Sets; Skinning and
Stretching; Handling and Grading; From
Animal to Market; Miscellaneous Informa
tion.
Price, postpaid, cloth bound 60 cents.

Land Cruising and Prospecting CAMP AND TRAIL METHODS

T

H IS is one of the
S A valuable
m o s t practical
book for home books on woodcraft
steaders, hunters, ever written contain
prospectors, guides I ing valuableTnformaetc. The writer, tion for all lovers of
Mr. A. F. Wallace, the great outdoors.
an e x p e r i e n c e d The author of this
land surveyor, land book has spent years
cruiser and pros in the woods, so
pector, in his intro knows what is want
duction says: “ To ed by the woodsmen,
the men who fol mountain men, pros
low the compass, pectors, trappers and
______
the trap and the trail, this work is inscribed. the hardy outdoor people in general. It
It is not intended for the ‘ Professor-’ who contains 274 pages and 68 illustrations.
can tell you all about things after they are There are 19 chapters as follows: Pleasures
done (by someone else).” Contains about and Profits of Camping. Selecting a Camp
200 pages, 5 x 7 inches, good quality paper, Outfit, Clothing for the Woods, Pack Straps,
with nearly 40 illustrations and contains 20 Pack Sacks and Tack Baskets, Cooking
chapters as follows:
Utensils, Beds and Bedding, Firearms,
Maps; The Compass; Examining and Lo Hunting Knives and Axes, Tents and Shel
cating; Early Surveys; Corner Marks; Mis ters, Permanent Camps, Canoes and Hunt
cellaneous Information; Points for Home ing boats, Snowshoes and Their Use, Snowsteaders; Prospecting for Gold; Sampling shoe Making, Skis, Toboggans and Trail
Ore; How to Locate a Claim; Poor Man’s Sleds, Provisions and Camp Cookery, Bush
Ore Mill; Prospecting for Fur; Prospecting Travel, Traveling Light, Tanning Furs and
for Pearls; Prospecting for Bees; Rations Buckskins, Preserving Came, Fish and
and Camp Cookery; Camp Kits; Guns, Axes Hides, Miscellaneous Suggestions.
and Packstraps; Building Cabins; Tanning,
Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.
Etc.; Getting Lost; The Red River Trapper.

I

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 6 0 cents.

MINK TRAPPING

SCIENCE OF FISHING

T

H E most practi
cal book on fish
ing ever published.
S C IE N C E Of
A BOOK of inT h e author says;
-CA- struction, giv
F IS H IN G
“ For those who have
ing many methods
caught them, as well
of trapping. A val
as for those who
uable book for trap
V:
never have.” This
pers as it tells in a
book describes the
plain way what you
1
J
7
fish, tells their habits
want to know, that
and H O W , W H E N
is if you want to
and W H E R E to
catch tnink.
This
-M
catch them; also tells
book is edited by
the KIND of tackle
A. R. Harding, con
used for each fish,
tains about 50 illus
Book contains 255 pages, more than 100
trations and nearly
illustrations, 22 chapters as follows:
200 pages, and is
Remarks on the “ Gentle Art”; Rods;
d i v i d e d into 20
Reels; Hooks, Lines and Leaders; Hies;
chapters as follows:
Artificial Baits; Landing Nets, Caffs, Tackle
General Informa- —
tion; Mink and Their Habits; Size and Care Boxes, Etc.; Bait-Casting; FTy-Casting; Surfof Skins; Good and Lasting Baits; Bait and Casting, Trolling, Still Fishing, Etc.; U secf
Scent; Places to Set; Indian Methods; Mink j Natural Baits; Handling the Hooked Fish;
Trapping on the Prairies; Southern Methods; Fishing for Black Bass; Fishing for Trout
Northern Methods; Unusual Ways; Illinois , and Salmon; Pike, Pickerel, Muskellunge
Trapper’s Method; Experienced Trappers’ ; and Pike-Perch; Sunfish, Carp, Catfish and
Methods; Many Good Methods; Salt Set; j Suckers; Fishing for Tarpon and Tuna:
Log and Other Sets; Points for the Young ] Fishing for Other Sea Fish; Making,Repair
Trapper; Proper Size Traps; Deadfalls; Steel 1 ing and Caring for Tackle; General Information; Commercial Fishing; D istribution of
Traps.Fish—Good Places.

l

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cents.

A J

Price, postpaid, cloth bound, 60 cent.
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genuine Navajo blanket made by the
■uciidiLs with, their own native dyes
s most of the Navajo blankets—’
even those made by the Indiana
w«ll> modern
ayes, German and otherwise
You
“ l® !* try some o£ the big starting
sc<xte supply ta m e* ta thie Sout|)

H. R. Y.

1- If I were to shoot a Spring >0 a 1903 Model (Government riffle)/
Z
,. ’

A New Questions and Answers Department
of Interest to Shooters
THE

PEST.

1 Bim at 20° ’ 300> 350,
and 1000 yards if my .rifle

s i z lt \ ™ TO' By “ zeax>" 1 ^eon, the
sight being perfect.
. A f ® ' 1 suppose that you mean
' l <; rltl<5 "'** zeroed correctly,
<, * .1S’
Slg:hte<i wit,hl the bullet

J X mS r f Para'IM t0

to

«

PAGE

SEVEN

studio building for Mr. Schroeder a (beauties you turn again to the meunmile out of Rangeley village on amjtaimo.
Tine middle of the day is an
elevation overlooking Rangeley Lake
especially silent and deserted time.
and Bald Mountain.
The deer are asleep in seme leafy
Mr. Schroeder and his. pianist, Mir.
covert.
The partridge has gathered
Carl Safford are expected to arrive
her brood in a quiet nook for their
tlie end of June and remain until late
noonday nap, and the wood thrush,
September.
It is with, just pride
spares her sweet voice until even
that the Rangeley community is wel
ing.
Yet, the,re is a contrasting
coming Mr. Schroeder and it is hoped
charm about this silence a« the trail
and to be expected that other fam
leads you tb,rough a tangle c,f wood
ous artists will follow in his train,
roads until you. strike upon, tlie long
and gradually come to appreciate the
ridges which slope gently from, the
beauties of the Rangeley region.
lake *0 the base of the mountain.
Here you find walking comparatively
O UT-OF-DO O R R E C R E A T IO N
easy, for in hard wood timber there
is little underbrush and the long
massive trunks seem like pillars set
(Continued from page three)
to uphold the level roof of green. As
we do not need a hand-board or
you walk onward the woodis are very
guide book to tell us when to admire.
quiet.
It seem® a® if all living
And every man, should owe some
creatures had deserted them, indeed,
thing to his sense of O'riginality. In
if you have spent much time
in
brief, then., I prefer the iby-way to
Maine forests you will wonder at
the highway. On principles, not in a
the absence of life, and almost feel1a
lax, immoral way, but on soundest
sense of pity for the apparent lone
and most reasonable ground®, I love
liness cf the squirrels that chatter at
digressions.—in books, in sermon®,
you as you pass.
and in journeys; I am digressing now
After about an hour of easy walk
from Maine’© production of fine treut
and salmon, the subject cf this wan ing you have the mountain fairly be
Not that you can see
dering pen (pencil). Many of your fore ycu.
anything
of
it, for the wood® still
beautiful, mountain® stand just near
enough, to the thorough,fare of travel shut you in, hut the path becomes
for thousands o f people to see them very steep and every step forward
every year, and just far enough) a- is also a. step upward, and as you
way from the beaten, track to be urn* stop to rest for a moment, you can
visited except by a very few of the see already glimpses of the lake
below you.
But at these you will
wise one® who love to digress.
, not care to took fQr j
It tt plty

city and business.
Do I have to be aim in -If
at 200 yar<is yen would
a business man before I can join?
hiH 1
*****
to be
yar’d a to-°* yard& 24 inohes; at 350
The pest we have aways with us.
Ans. Not necessarily.
yards, 3o inches; at 400 yards 47
The trapshooting game is not exempt
•>. Would like to know the maxi
la fact the pest comes to a full and mum range of the .45 Collt cartridge. at^nnn ** ° ° 0
80 incI^ - and
at 1,000 yards-, 40 feet.
flowering bloom, in this sport. Cn the
Ans. Less than 1000 yards.
day of the tournament he comes rush
6. Would you use smokeless cart would I take in a 2, 3, 4, 5 6 10 It?
ing onto the scene of action several ridges in a U. S. Army .45 Co-t rod and 23 mile gale?
’ ’
’ 18
minutes after his squad is cabled. His ejection revollver?
, Y0U ‘laVe teft out tw»
excuses are many—“ the auto broke
Ans. Yes.
e te to r s Which govern tlie effect
down” or ‘‘the troLLey was derailed”
7. Would they harm the arm?
of the w a o d -y a . do net stats from
—in fact any or all of the old stuff is
Ans. No.
» hat direct,™ the wind Is comfag
used for this occasion.
8. What is the maximum range of nor the range.
It i* therefore imWhiie he is stalling the squad mast the .30 U. S. Army cartridge as used poss.ble to answer your quest!™.
er, he feverishly tumbles his gun out in the Krag?
'
WOUW 1 ai“ 0,1 the tarof the case, dropping the barrel cn
Ans. 4066 yards.
( 8 in. target center) at 500 yds.
the floor with a nerve racking bang
0. What is the effective range?
with the wind blowing at 12 mi’ies
just to show how much o f a hurry
Ans. Effective range is rather an an hour?
!'!!“
“ 1 m“ “ltain .is
* * e |t6 spoil
spcil the surprise of a grand view
he’s in. After he has butdiered his indefinite term. For military purposes
Ans. Assuming that the wind were which
no lazy
man has ever seen.
gun together he suddenly discovers the rifle will have sufficient energy btowung from the right to the left, Out of tlie lake flow® the stream, by taking little snatches, of it be
It is better to keep
that he didn't dean the barrel the to kill at considerably over 2000 yds. square across the range, it would be winding down along untrodden forest forehand.
last time he used it and of course he
necessary to move the wind gauge valley, until at length it joins otliee one’s face to tlie mountain, and then
needs must tear it down again and in A. J . B., Pen field, N. Y.
approximately H/2 point© towards the waters and empties, into the ocean. coming cut from the dark forest up
1. Could you give me the address right, in other word®, the direction Trout from such streams' are unex on the open,, feel the splendor of
duce some unsophisticated bystander
t. loan him a cleaning red. This job of the N. R. Davis & Soai gun com - i waii-eli the wind is coming; c,r jf celled in flavor.
But in spite of the ciutlock flash, upon, one like a
The character of the
you leave the sights at ze.ro it this apparent subordinaticn to the revelation.
over, they get hdm to the firing point pany ?
woods
through
which, you pas® a® you
Ans. Assonet, Mass.
would be necessary to aim 30 inches Lake, stream and treut, the mountains
after he has gtill further pacified tire
approach the summit is entirely dif
2.
Is
the
Davis
gun
a
standard
to
the
right
of
the
center
of
the
clearly
assert
their
natural
superior
feelings of the crowd by borrowing a
ity.
They stand up boldly and dom ferent from that on the lower levels.
bull’s-eye.
shcoting ccat and a shell belt and make gum ?
inate their surroundings,. The lakes The higher slopes and ©harp ridges
Ans. They have been made for
even a box of shell® if he can spot
are usually covered with black tim
some years.
stretched at their feet acknowledge
J- I- D., Houston, Texas.
a dyed-in-the-wool easy mark.
ber—spruce and hemlock strike their
their
lordship.
Wherever
you
may
3. What is the best size ©hot for
1- Will a shotgun penetrate furth
This has all been but a preliminary
rcots among the rocks and, find a
er 011 a hot dry day than on. a cold eo over the waters o f the lakes and
to the big shew, as it were.
The woodchucks?
hidden nourishment.
Their needles
damp
day?
see old Katahdin looking down at
Ans. I do not know— I never use
pest gets in his most effective work
with the deep, wonderful' bed® of
Ans. Theoretically yes. The tem you, you will, feel it saying quietly,
About
beginning at this point.
Just as a a shotgun for woodchucks.
moss cover the rock® andi roots.
Personally,
perature
has a very small! effect on ‘“ Tha© i® my domain.”
BB
size
should
do.
Don’t
you
think
starter, his gun jams.
He always
There are shadow's never broken by
keep it in the ‘‘punk” of condition, it is rather unsportsmanlike to use a the powder; the hotter the powder I never see a mountain which as the sun., and dark, cool springs of
of course. Things go aflong smooth shotgun for such animals even, if t ie more power, consequently the serts itself in this fashion without icy water flow fom the cevicea. You
ly for a couple of rounds, then the the woodchuck is not a game ani penetration really should be greater desiring to stand on top of it, and feel a sense of antiquity here which
mal?
on a hot day than on a cold day. become a sharer in the dominion.
pest calls “pull” out of turn
and
you can never feel among the
Tiie charm of Maine for the angler]
T° balance this is the fact that dry
maples, and beeches'—Longfellow was
assumes a grieved and injured air
air causes greater resistance to the is in its well stocked stream® and right when he filled his forest prim
during the mixup in scoring which H. W- Lethbridge, Alta., Canada.
I recall many pleasant ex
1. I have read your Target Tips bullet tihfcn, dumjp air. .Both, of these lakes.
eval with, ‘‘murmuring pine® and
follows. During the rest o f the
factors are very much of the hair periences on stream® which plunge hemlocks.”
and
Hunting
Helps
aliways
with
A® you approach the
event he enlivens the otherwise dull
splitting order and, for practical pun down through beds cf rocks, making open, shut your eyes for a moment,
and monotonous afternoon, with his great interest and thank you may
pcses. may be entirely neglected. The succession® of short fall® and pool® draw a few long breath® of the glor
sprightly and jovial remarks calcu ■help me with some information on
Here in the spring and
shooters o f shotgun and rapids.
my questions below, for
which
I reason that
ious breeze, and then look out up
lated to soothe the nerves of the
should be greatly ol iliged to you. Be shelf® are cautioned, to keep them- in early summer, the speckled1 treut— on a wonder and delight beyond des
most impress: enable trap shooter. Be
a cclld place is net because o f the brightest and gamiest of all fish that cription.
tween events he buttonholes one cf ing a keen bag game hunter, I intend
to make an extensive shooting trip effect above mentioned, but because swim—are found in great numbers. As
______________
W. W. Blair.
the older and more eonsevative memto Alaska.
Until now I have used tne continued heat has a deteriorat the season advance® they move abes of the dub and after giving him ,
way into the deep water of the
the Mannldcher-Scihoenauer 9 mm ing effect on the powder itself.
Among the Hopi.
)
a complete resume of his. life from
But the,re are. alfway®, a few
2. fl ti e gun barrel ha® already lakes.
rifle, doubtless an excellent weapon
Among the numerous tribes of In
boyhood up to the present minute,
for European game.
My experience been cut off 2 inches without harm stragglers loft, and I have taken dians native to North America few
h" tells him alii about how to smash
with this riffle in the Canadian Rock ing the pattern, wilt it hurt to cut them in the rapid® at the very end have more interesting characteristics
the clays with sundry
derogatory
What cciuld' ,be more than the Hopi, the name being a con
Where can H of the season.
ies has proved less satisfactory as cf.f 2 inches more?
remarks concerning the shooting ethe velocity is
not sufficient to send' tl e gun to have it rechoked delightful than to spend an hour cr traction of Hopitu, which means
qutpment of every one else in the
guarantee a good shot over 200 yards. and what will be the price for doing two in. the early morning or about “peaceful ones.” The last remnants
place. He usually ends up by for
sundown of each day, in wading this of this once powerful tribe are to ba
Ans. Very little game is killed at this work ?
getting to pay for his targets.
Ans. The chances, are if yen have rushing stream, and casting a fly found in the northeast section of Aj*
much over 200 to 300 yards, even in
zona, United States of America.
The pest we have always with us.
long range mountain shooting, as cut 2 inches o ff your shotgun barrel cn its clear waters ?
The wind blows softly down the on a reservation of about 8.6<XLOOO
beyond this point the factors o.f ac and it ha® not affected the pattern,
acres, they occupy six villages, •»
E. S., Omaha, Nebr.
curacy in the rifle and abill ty on. the the barrel is a cylinder choke, in narrow valley and the trees nod from pueblos, which have a population of
1. If I join the National Rifle As
The noise of about 2,000.
part of the shooter come in to a which case it will make no differ the recks above you,.
sociation as an annual member, can great extent.
The American riffle ence to have sith'il more cut off. it is the fall® makes constant music in
I buy a Krag rifle from the TJ. S. you mention is a powerful, one, but ol not possible to reohoke a shotgun your ears.
The water hurries past
Government?
Sometime®, rehearing them y °u, and yet it is never gone.
The SUSBCRIBE
NOW
FOR
MAINE
course at over 200 to 300 yards the barrel.
Ans. As I understand it. you can. energy fall® o ff a® with all big game will improve tike shcoting qualities! same fcam-flakes seem to be always
WOODS
A
ND
READ
A
LL
2. Do I have to belong to a rifle
but it is not possible to take a cyl gliding downward, the same spray
rifles.
chib before I can get a Krag?
T H E OUTING N EW S .
2. Can ycu tell me why the Con inder bore barrel and rebore it so dashing over the stones, the same
Ans. You must belong to the N. tinental riffles, though generally high that it will be full choke.
If you eddy coiling at the edge off tlie peed.
R A.
er in price, have a considerable low wish to have any work done on a Send your fly in under those hang-1
pmcE
3. To whom shall' I send the mon
shotgun barrel, the very best place ing branches' where the water swirls JULY NUMBER
er velocity?
25 CT3.
around
by
that
old
log.
Now
draw
ey when buying a Krag?
I
to
have
it
dene
is
at
the
factory
Ans. Price and velocity have n,ebb
it up toward the foam.
There is a
Ans. Write to Maj. F. II. Phillips, ing to do with each, other. High, ve where it was made.
sudden gleam cf dull gold in the
HP8 Woodward Building, Washing- locity can be obtain,ed in, an inexpen
white water. You strike too soon.
ten, D. C. He wiiHL give you the sive rif’ie and it is also po~si,Kbe to
Your
line comes back to ycu.
In a
proper instruct ions.
make a very expensive riffle which
current like this a fish, will almost
4. On the National R ife As,so ia throws a bulue-t at low velocity.
always he ok himself.
Try it again.
lion’s blank yen have to fill out
3. Without question, the frame
Thi© time hie strikes the f’y fairly
Dame, street and number, stale and loading device o f the European rifle
and you have him.
It is a good
!s a great feature and do ycu know
one,
and
makes
tlie
slender red
any American rifle® with, this, framebend to the strain,.
He sulks for a
loader?
In a tight corner everything
moment as if uncertain what to do,
may depend on a quick reloading cf
and then with a rush darts into tl e
the empty magazine.
swiftest
part of the current. You can
Ans. By “ frame leading de\ice” I
With many ministers, Monday is an
never stop him there.
Let him go,
"off day.” Not in the way of doing suppose you mean clip loading, that
Keep just enough pressure cn . 1dm
nothing, but in the sense of not fe e l i s , riilos which Permit reloading the
to hold the hook firmr and follow
ing well. After the hard work of Sat magazine 1y sliding five or more
urday and Sunday, comes the nervous
hig troutship down stream. He glides
Tlie
art ridge® from a mietaL clip.
and physical reaction of Monday, with
over a little fall, gleaming through
Government
army
riffle
is
a
cMip
lead
that “all-in” feeling. This is a con 
the foam, and swing® around in, -the
dition many ministers would be glad er. The Remington Autoloading riffle
Here you cant manage
Maine is gradually getting to be next pool.
to be freed from. They can avo id it also loads with, a clip, and the W in
Edited by CHARLES BRADFORD
hy giving proper attention to diet, and
him more easily, and after a few
the
summer
haunts
of
some
cf
the
The only all-angling publication in
taking “L. F.” Atwood’s M ed icin e to chester Autoloading riffle© have a de worlds great musicians and while minutes’ brilliant play, a few triad
A ll the ether
America. Devoted entirely to fishes
keep tlie bowels in order, tlie stomach tachable magazine.
dashe© for the current, and
one
toned, the liver regulated, and the riffles made in this country load one Ba” Harbor has Paderwski, Knei&el
and fishing. Fishing resort advertise
splendid
leap
out
of
water
lie
comes
and
Harold
Bauer,
Rangeley
is,
now
head clear. This old home remedy at a time into the magazine.
ments, 3 cts. a word. Display, 25 cts.
to the net and is skillfully landed
is so good that many ministers are
4. Can ycu give me an address to have Mr. Theodore Schroeder, the
a line.
glad to recommend it, feeling that
with
a
quick,
steady
sweep
of
the
famous Liedersinger and one of the
Subscription, $1.C0 a year. Single
they are passing along a kindness in where to, buy good Navajo blankets?
arm.
Temporarily all cares and re
so doing. We will send a free sample I want the ‘‘real stuff” not made in most distinguished American vocal]
copy 25 cts.
sponsibilities
of
life
are
forgotten..
instructors.
to any minister, upon request.
Birmingham with German dyes.
No. 1328 Broadway,
N.
H. Ellis & Son of Rangeley areYou are happy.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
Ans.
You
wifi
certainly
have
your
or write to-day fo r fr e e sam ple.
New
After tlie morning catch of several
new constructing a large, handsome
F.” Medicine Co.,
P o r tla n d , M e, work cut cut fer you if you get a

The Minister who Feels
Well on Monday

RANGELEY TO HAVE
A NOTED SINGER

Handsome Studio Being Construct
ed for Mr. Schroeder by N.
H. Ellis & Son.

York
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PAG E E I G H T
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man, Miss Verdrena Ludden.
The
ride by train and across the lakes
was picturesque and Mrs. Marble
was at the wharf to extend a cordial
welcome.
After lunch was served
they adjourned to the parlor and
held their annual meeting. The rest
cf the afternoon they spent in visit
ing the different places of interest
in the village, returning in time for
5 o’clock tea.
In the evening a
(Special Correspondence.)
RaugeLey Lake House, Rangeley, banquet was served. The long table
June 14.—Late yesterday afternoon *u the big window of the dining
one of the most brill iant rainbows •oom facing the lake was most beau
added to the beautiful picture of tifully decorated with fern,s and blue
Rangeley in mid-June. Lik e a cloth violets and there were dainty handof gofld Daane Nature has covered th>e painted place cards, and the menu an
la wins with mililicxns of
dandelion excellent one for which the hotel is
The remainder of the even
blossoms that add much to the pic noted.
al c the ladies spent socially with
ture.
On Monday afternoon, Mrs,. !Wm. S. songs and speeches, for the Advance
Marbie, entertained the Advance Club Club includes some of Maine’s most
After
breakfast
ct Dix field of which .she is a mem- talented women.
Tuesday morning the party took a
bor.
These ladies in winter time
met at the home of some mem/ber walk a,Ion. the lake shore as far a®
Just before the
or Monday afternoon, and their an Piekford’s Camps.
nual meeting wilnidh will long be re boat left lunch was served and the
club as they said good-bye to their
membered was this week when they
accepted Mrs. Marble’s invitation to hostess declared the annual meet
ing of 1916 the most delightful one
meet with her at the Rangeley Lake
House. The following party left Dix In its history.
W. S. Lawson of New York, " who
field on the noon train: Mrs. George
Stanley, Mrs. W. Giles, Mrs. J. S. came when the hotel opened, was
Sturtevant, Mrs. J. S. Sturtevant, Jr., ■on Monday joined iby his wife and
Mrs. Morris Keith, Mrs. George Gray, daughter for the remainder of the
Mrs. Henry Marsh, Mrs, Carroll season.
Howe, Mrs. Pease, Mrs. Ada Mureh,
Mr. and’ Mrs. George D. Babbitt,
Mrs. Walter Small, Miss Ella Hol Mr. and Mr®. C. M. Biakestone and

DRUGGISTS WILL
HAVE OUTING

Ad

Mrs. Marble Hostess For the
vance Club of Dixfield.

Where To Go In Maine
LEDGE HOUSE AND CABINS j

SPENCER LAKE CAMPS
GERARD, MAINE

Fishing and hunting.
Excellent Accommodations.
Reasonable prices.
VILES AND GANNETT,
Dead River, Maine

Maine’s Best H unting and Fishing Section.
Special rates for early Spring Fishing and Fall
H unting (parties. Railroad station Jackman,
Me. Post Oftice, Gerard. Me. For all inform a
tion address

W. H. Bean,

Gerard, Maine

THE ELMWOOD

Blakeslee Lake Camps
J03EPHJH. WHITE, Proprietor
A famou3]resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 25 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

CARRY POND CAMPS

One o f the best small hotels in Maine. Open all
the year. Supplied with its own fresh vegetables,
poultry, eggs, milk and cream. T elephone.
Garage. Address

J. F. HOUGH
Phillips.

Maine

JIM POND CAMPS

Open May 1st, to December 1st. Good
accommodations.
Excellent fishing.
Are open for the season of
Write for booklet.
1916.
HENRY J. LANE,
Send for circular.
Carry Pond, Me.
Via Bingham

GREEN BROS.

“ TROUT BROOK CA M PS'

EUSTIS,

Will be Open For the SPRING FISHING
By May the 10th. Don’ t miss it as
we get some fine trolling and bait fish
ing at that time. For large TROUT and
SALMON fly fishing, June 1. Write
for paticulars.

RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis. The Birches. The Barker. Write
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER. Bemis. Maine.

jMackamp,

R. R. W ALKER .Prop.

Maine

VIA RUMFORD

FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
fishing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADWICK & CO.,
Upper Dam, Maine.

BILLY SOULES NEW CAMPS

MAINE

LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
M IDDLBDAM, MAINE
In one of the best localities for fishing and
hunting in the Rangeley Region. Camps with
or without bath. For particulars write for free
circular to
CAPT. E. F. COBURN,
Lakewood Camps,
Middledam, Me.

LAKE MILLMAGASSETT
September fly fishing for Big Trout. Plenty
of partridges and deer. P. O. address Ox Bow,
Maine.

YORK C A M P S ,

ROWE POND CAMPS

P H ILL IP S ,

M A I N E , J U N E 22, 1916.

P. P. Green of Albany, N. Y., w ere! cooked their dinimeir® cm the lake*
“ Nothing like it! Why fish
one of the automobile parties tour shore.
ing Maine that spent part cf the ing is the secondary consideration,
“ laughingly remarked Mr. Wooley
week here.
Another auto party came Monday, when telling of thleir outdoor feasts.
three gentlemen from
Worcester. Mrs. Wooley took the honors as well
Mass., Wm. S. Allen, Dr. Charlies S. a»i the largest fish, a 5% -pound sal
mon.
Each of tine gentlemen land
Gordon, Dr. Ernest L. Parker.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Fisbie of Hart ed one 414 pounds and plenty of
ford, Conn , who are on their _wed- smaller ones.
A week from next Saturday mem
ding trip at the Ramgeleys, register
ber® of the Maine Dental Associat
ed here Monday.
E. Nortz of Harve, France, wiho, ion and frifends are coming for their
before the war had one of the larg annual meeting whlicb will be held at
est coffee plantation® in that coun tike casino on Monday, June 26th.
try, is accompanied by bis daugh They have made no mistake in choos
ter. Miss Nortz, a charming young ing this, one of Maine’s most fascin
lady.
They are now refugee®' in ating resorts for their excursion and
tin's country, living in New York, we welcome them and hope they will
and are among those who for the have tike best outing ever.
first time are spending some time
’•x Maine and express them selves as
much delighted with this place. Tues
day the young lady caugl t her first
American trout, 2y2 pound® and sev
eral small salmon.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Bowles of Sum
mit, N. .J, made a short stay here
tlnis week.
M.
and Mrs. James H. Work, Jr.,
of Lawrence, L. I., are among tlhie
(Special Correspondence.)
bridal couples wbo pass June days at
Rangeley, June 21.—'Mins. Ralph
this hotel.
Frederick Skinner entertained Ms Staples and little son., Kenneth are
nephew, Gerald N. Thaxter of Boston visiting Mrs. Staples’ parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Samiuei French of Everett,
over Sunday.
Mr, and Mrs. M. W. Stohir ctf Pas Mass.
Ruth Hinkley has returned home
saic, N. J., were week-end guests.
Mrs. Cyrus Walker and maid of from a two weeks’ visit with, rela
San Francisco, Cal., who are travel tive® in Pihiililips.
The Peter Murray Stock Co. played
ing through the east in a touring car,
accompanied by her friend, Mrs. A. two nights at Furbish bald to a good
N. Talbot of Washington, D. C., ling house.
Mrs. Amanda Wheeler and Mrs.
ered here for a short time this week
Edward Wilder of Dorchester, Mass.,
While making a tour through Maine.
Eben
Mr, and Mrs. Edward Stanley have are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
been joined by their friend, E. E. Rowe.
Mrs. Abram Ross of Farmington.,
Seavey of Boston for a few days1’
Mrs. Rolla V. Toothaker and child
fishing.
Mr. and Mr®. Joseph 'T. Richards ren of Bean.’® Corner were recent
They
of Philadelphia on their return for guests of relatives in town.
another season were heartily greet returned home Tuesday morning.
Mrs, H. C. Riddle and brother,
ed by old friends on. Tuesday.
Karl
Oakes are attending commence
W. B. Wadsworth of Plainfield, Nt
J., has been (here this week whdile ment exercises at Hebron Academy,
arranging to open his camp on Gull Vance Oakes being a member of the
graduating class.
Pond for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. John A. Russell re
Messrs. Francis Well® and Otto
Marte of Hartford, Conn., spent part turned home from attending the Hard
ware convention Sunday afternoon.
of the week at this hotel.
Donald Dennison of Brewer is
Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Sullivan of
He is
Newton, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. B. Ful working for Charlie Case.
ler of Framingham, Mass., are enjoy boarding at Mr. Case’s.
Mildred Huntoon has returned from
ing a ten days’ stay at the hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. MacDonall and a visit with friends at Winthrop.
daughter, Miss Gertrude MacDonall She is working for Mrs. O. R. Rowe.
Mis® Bertha Russell i® working
were among the Bostonian® who tar
for Mrs. J. Lyman, Kempt on.
ried for over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. George Good,speed of
Mrs. Ralph R. Kendall and child
ren of Providence, R. I., are spend Wilton were recent guests of Mir.
ing a few weeks with' her parents, and Mrs. H. A. Furbish,
Mrs. Frank Orbetcm of Phillips is
Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Marble.
Ja®. A. Brigham and Charles R. visiting her daughter, Mrs. Clyde
Adam® went over to Loon Lake to Wilcox and son,. Harlan Orbeton.
Mrs. Edgair Russ and daughter,
try the fishing Tuesday and Ml. Brig
ham wen the cigars by Handing a Hilda, who have been at James W il
cox’s for the past few weeks, have
3%-pound salmon on the fly.
A pleasant party from Gorham, N. returned to their home in Dexter.
Edna Kelley, who has been teach
H., are here for two weeks’ stay, in
cluding J. B. Marble’s brother, Dr. ing at Green vale tike past spring, has
Henry Marble, hois son and wife, Mr. returned to her ham,e at North An
and Mrs. T. L. Mantle and daughter, son.
Vincent York and Stella Haley of
Mrs. Walter Weston and son, Master
Hebron Academy are home for tine
Henry Marble Weston.
No more delightful or happier summer vacation.
Mrs. E. P. MicCard’s shop is be
party come to these
Lakes each
spring fcr fishing than, this morning ing painted.
Dr. W. J. Thompson of New York
regretfully said good-bye until next
year. They were John Oscar Erck- preached a fine sermon at the Free
ens, Charles Winpflr.eimer and
Mr. Baptist chnirdh Sunday morning. Mrs.
and Mrs. J. A. Wooley. Every morn-* W. D. Hayes sang two splendid solos.
Phyllis Robertson attended com
ing, rain *or shine, they started out
with lunch baskets, and the guides mencement exercises at Farmington
Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wilbur of
Minneapolis are at the Wilbur cot
tage.

RANGELEY
NEWS NOTES

Students Return Home for Sum*
mer Vacation.

It is time to choose your'Spring fish
ing grounds. Why don’ t you come here
and see how you like it? |,With favor
able conditions you can get good fishing
enough, size considered and every thing
m sk C E pon d
Furnishes^fishing for large salmon and else as pleasant as you could wish for in
trout. Fly fishing as soon as ice goes the woods.
out. Send for circular and references.
Come any time in the season. Also
C. A. SPALDING, Prop.,
Developing and printing at
nice place to bring your family. Write
Caratunk Me.
popular prices.
to
N. E. Telephone 82-3.
H. W. MAXFIELD,
Roun i Moan tain Lake Camps. W rite for free
booklet: DION O. B LAC K W E LL. Proprietor. Rowe Pond.
RANGELEY STUDIO,
Maine
Round Mountain. Maine
F . H. HAMM, Prop.
RANGELEY, MAINE

J LEWIS YORK, Prop.

KODAKS AND KODAK SUPPLIES

OTTER POND GAMPS

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk. Me
DEAD R IV E R REGION

PAGKARDS

GAMPS

R a n g e le y L a k e s
R a n g e le y ,
M a in e

Osceola Farm, near the Lake
near Rangeley.

To let by month or season.
12 rooms
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
with two baths and laundry. All mod
Open
from
May
15th
to
Dec.
1st.
particular. Maine’s ideal family vaca
ern furnishings. All furnace heated.
tion resort. Good fishing and hunting Trout and salmon fishing. Deer, part
ridge
and
duck"hunting.
Apply L D. Haley,
Rangeley, Me.
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

FI SHI NG
AT

J o h n (2 a r v ille * s S a m p s
at S p rin g Lake

Salmon, square tailed and lake trout- My camps
are most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purevt of spring water and the table is first-class,
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
ery and pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring
streams and ponds are abundance of brook trout.
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family
summer resort. Telephone communications with
k(ilage and doctor. References furnished. Terms
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
JOHV CARVtLLE. Flagstaff. Me.

RANGELEY TAVERN S LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct automobile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View House
July 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

FOR SALE
ON EASY TERMS

INDIAN POINT AND BUILDINGS

MANY FISHING AT
LOON LAKE
Yorks Camps a Delightful Place
for Vacation Days.
These are busy days at the York
Camps, Loon Lake, and have been for
some time,
J. Lewis York, the pro
prietor, was under the weather a
bit for several weeks in the early
spring, and so necessarily he* has had
to hustle since he got a new lease
of life, and is now ready to give ail
the glad band.
Many guests are noiw being enter
tained there who are enjoying the
early fishing which was never bet
ter.
Loon Lake i<s> one of the places
which cannot be excelled for its fish
record.
Many improvement® have been
made this season, which will add
to the enjoyment and1 the comfort of
the guests.
Anyone wishing a com
bination trip of resit, fishing, enjoy
the beauties of nature, or anything
that pertain® to tllie out of dcors,
can find it by hieing to York Camps.
After a day in the open you can
find all the comforts of heme in the
modern and up-to-date private camps,
of which this place is justly noted.

STRATTON
June 19.

Guy Jone® went ,to Portland last
week to spend a few days with his
wife who is in the Maine General
hospital.
Her friends wi’i be glad
to know she is gaining.
L T, Hind® w©nt to Farmington
Saturday, returning Monday with his
now Studebaker automobile.
Inez Grose and a friend are spend
ing a vacation from' Smith’® college
at the former’® home, Hotel Blanch
ard.
*
i i i , ) . ,
L. T. Hind® has driven his flock
of sheep onto Eustis Ridge to pasture.
Mr. and Mrs. Bradford Gordon, of
Klngfi©'1d are in town, for several
weeks’ visit.
H.J
There will be a horse trot and ball
game at the Stratton driving park
June 24.
*
1
Mrs. Harry Hind® and little son,
GLemdcn. c f Farmington are visiting
at L. T. Hinds'.
Penley White was called to Au
gusta Monday, June 19, to join his
Comipany, Conupany K.
They will
so into camp at Augusta.
Vernon Glidden of Klngfield, wiho
wa® .working for L. T. Hinds, was
also called to join his Company K.
Peter Murray Stock Co. will play
for two evenings at Lander’s tail,
Wednesday and Thursday of this
week.
When they were her® last
year everyone was pleased with the
showr.
No doubt hie 'will ibe well
patronized this year.
Percie Damico and Daniel Reed
were out home from Big Island over
Sunday.
The village school® closed last
week for the summer vacation.

To Clean Unvarnished Paint.
Put upon a plate some of the best
whiting, have ready some clean, warm
water and a piece of flannel, which dip
into the water and squeeze nearly
dry; then take as much whitirg as
will adhere to it, apply to the paint,
wheu a little rubbing will instantly
remove any dirt or grease. Wash off
well with water and rub dry with a
soft cloth. Paint thus cleaned looks
equal to new and without doing the
least inbiry to the most delicate color.
Proof T h a t W e Are Sheepish.
It will preserve the paint much long
The Pittsburgh man who several er than if cleaned with soap, and It
years ago won a dinner from an In
does not require more than half tie
diana county relative by taking a time usually occupied in cleaning.
small piece of wood, a hammer and
a nail and blocking traffic on lower
Doc W asn't on the Job.
Fifth avenue of the steel metropolis
A few years ago a party of tourists
by hammering the nail into the shin
gle resting on the sidewalk has a from the U. S. A., among whom wfs
follower here who did a similar stunt. an Iowa doctor who could alw ays be
The New Yorker won nis wager by depended upon to say the unexpected,
placing a ball of paper six inches in were visiting in Stratford an d were bediameter at the comer of Wall street lug shown through Shakespeare’s
and Broadway and by staring at it home. As they came to a certain
got a crowd of a hundred people in room the pompous guide halted and in
rive minutes. It proved the old con a very impressive manner announced:
tention of the psychology of crowds, "This Is the room where the great
showed that all the yokels are not poet was born.” One of the party in
living in the country and revealed a very subdued tone exclaimed: ‘‘Well,
that wre humans all are more or less doc, what do you think of that?” Tb#
sheep.—New York Letter to Pitts M. D. shook his head and sadly re
plied: 'Tm afraid I'm a little late.”
burgh Dispatch.

EJJust across the little cove from the
Mountain View House, at the outlet of
Rangeley Lake. Is fully furnished.
Ice house filled. Boats, etc. The most
Have your fish and game m ounted by
Come to the .Maine Woods
desirable place on the shores of the
L
.
H . Beach, registered taxiderm ist,
Saddleback Lake Camp offers rustic
Fire, Workmen's Compensation,
Woodland, Mrine. Satisfaction guaran
surroundings and comfortable cabins to lake. Three acres of land. For Partic
Life, Automobile, Liability,
anyone looking for good fishing and ulars address,
teed: Send for price list.
rest. Write for bookletand referencesto
REED H. ELLIS,
L. H. BEACH,

IN S U R A N C E

HEMON BLAC K W E LL.
Dallas. Maine

F. C. FOWLER,

New London,

Conn.

Rangeley,

-

-

Maine

Woodland,

Maine

M A IN E
WORDS
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WEST NEW VINEYARD

llis Sr and father, JVIir. Chandler, who school at Sanford, Me., and is spend
ibis daughter, ing her vacation with her mother,
Statement® T hat May Be In v e s tig a  (Ued at W:ie ‘^amie o,f
Mins. F. J. Ward.
Mrs. George Webster.
ted Testimony of P h illip s C iti
June 19.
Children’s Day was observed! at the
zens.
Quite a novel idea of a birthdiay
Grace White is assisting Mrs. 'Shir
Al
party was carried out by Mrs. Wiil j Methodist church Hast •Sunday.
ley RamisdeHil with, her housewicrk.
When a Phillips citizen comes to Smith at b.er ham© Saturday even though the weather was unfavorable
Misses Esther Savage and Mildred
a large number of little folks, mem
fte front, telling his friends
and
ing.
There wene ten invited ladies bers of the cradle roll, attended with Gou'd are home from. Farmington
neighbors of his experience, you can
Six children .were High school.
rely on bis sincerity. The
state w'hose birthdays ware within a year their parents.
Mis® Ethel Record of Lewiston is
of
Mrs.
Smith’s.
Om
,
account
o
f
the
baptized
and
M
ir.
Duustam gave an
ments of people residing in far away
spending her vacation With her par
appropriate
address
on
‘
‘Christ
and
places do not command your con rain not all were present. The hence
ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Record.
the Children.’ '
'
fidence. Home endorsement is the was pretti’y decorated.
During tine
Bertie© White spent Sunday
at
W
e
hear
that
the
ladies
of
the
ynd that backs Doan’s Kidney evening the guests were invited to
George Libby’s,.
Epworth
League
with
a
few
friends
Pills. Such testimony is convinc- the diming room where a lunch was
Mr, and Mrs. John Stevens, Mr.
^ Investigation proves it
true. served by her daughter, Mrs. George are getting up an entertainment, “ A and Mrs. Bert Kennedy were callers
Sufflergett’s Town Mjeeting,” which
Below is a statement of a Phillips Beal, which consisted o f sandwiches,
will’ be rendered next week.
Lock at Mrs. Esther Pratt’s, Sunday.
resident. No stronger proof of m er cocoa, ice cream, saltires and a (beau
Albert Andrews was a recent caliout for the date.
tiful birthday cake.
Slhe wa® pre
it can be had.
Arrangements are being made far er at John Savage’s.
Henry W. True, tailor. Main St., sented with many pretty and useful camp meeting.
Bert Bates, Misses Sadie
Bates
Felix Powell will he
Phillips, says: "I have used Doan’s gifts, among them was $5 from Mr. accompanied by one of the leading and Leona Prince visited Mr. Bates’
Kidney Pills at different times and Smith.
A t a lute hour the guests singers in Maine.
A treat is in sister, Mrs. Mae Record, Sunday.
Mrs. Frank Norton, and four child
they have never failed to give re departed wishing Mrs. Smith many store fer ail comers. Date August
ren have gone, to Rhode Island to
lief. I know of no other medicine happy .returns o f the daw.
11th,-20th.
that is so effective. When I have
M/r. and Mrs. Frank Lewey and
Mrs. Olive Dcdge and Mrs. Dun spend the summer with, her sister.
Blight attacks of kidney trouble, I son, John returned to their home at can an were in Farmington Tuesday
get a box of Doan’s Kidney Pills Bar Harbor Monday morning after on business.
at Preble’s Drug Store and a few spending the winter in town.
The children gave a concert at the
doses make my kidneys all right aFrank Simpson is spending the Methodist chuirdli Sunday evening.
June 20.
galn.’’
week with friends at New Vineyard. The program was somewhat upset
OVER THREE YEARS LATER Mr
Plenty of rain and electric show
Miss Ada Smith went to Ogunquit by the shower, but those that were
True said: “ I never use any other last week to do table work during present rendered their parts in a ers this month.
creditable manner.
The following is
medicine but Doan’s Kidney Pills for the summer.
Mdm®. Hannah Robinson and Sarah
i
i the program:
W fcom e, "Our Day,” Wells visited at A. J. Kinney's cm
they answer my purpose.”
Mrs. Clarence Brackley j® gaining Glendon Stuart; song, "Chilldreu’s Tuesday.
'
Price 50c, at all dealers.
Don’t
slowly from her recent surgical oper Day,” all; recitation,, Richard Lam
The teacher of No. 2 school, Jen
simply ask for a kidney remedy—
ation Which was performed at Dr. bert; recitation, Philip Hinds; song,
nie Wheeler, who has been home
get Doan’s Kidney Pills—-the same Beil’s ihostpital.
Marjorie Dunjstain; dialogue, Primary for a few days cm account of sick
that Mr. True had. Foster-Milburn
A large number o f relatives were cbldren; recitation,, Irene Kingsley; ness, resumed her work the 20th.
Go., Props., Buffalo, N. Y.
in town last Wednesday to attend recitation, Eddie Goodwin;
song,
Mrs. Effiie Dunham, visited at J. C.
the funeral services of Mrs. Herbert Gladys and Violet Stuart; recitation, Weills’ one day last week.
Cook.
Although Mrs. Cook had beer Randall Vining; pastor's address; rec
Mrs. Hannah Robinson is with, her
in a critical condition
for
ecime itation,, four boys; hymn, congregat brother, J. C. Wells ar.d is making
weeks it was a great shock to her ion; recitation, Madeline Lawton ; rec silk quilts, rugs, etc.
friends to hear slue had passed away itation, Hazel KenShner; song, Prim
Mrs. Lydia Dunham is suffering
Monday morning.
The funeral was ary .children; recitation, five beys; from' blood' poison in her foot.
Dr.
held at the Methodist Church (Wed recitation, four hoys;
roses, four Cunder attend® her.
She is some
nesday at 1 o ’clock.
Mrs. Ccok girls; closing hymn.
better at this writing.
leaves besides her husband,
three
P, D. Stuibhs was in, Farmington
small children., one
sister, Mrs. on business Tuesday.
H O W P IN E A P P L E J U IC E A N D P E P 
Thaxter Cook o f Farmington and sev
George Bang® of Phillips was in
SIN R E L IE V E S STO M A CH
eral nieces and nephews to mourn town the first o f the week.
(Special Correspondence.)
TROUBLE.
for
her.
Dr.
C.
W.
Belli
was
in
FarmingStrong. Jane 19.—Dr. and
Mrs.
The juice of
pineapples contains
At a stated meeting o f Davis Lod'^e ton Monday am professional, busin ferments used by the stomach, in thie
Charles Cunningham and daughter
ess.
Ruth of Auburn were in town Sun F. & A. M., which was held in Ma
digestion of food;
Pepsin is sup
day the guests of [Mm. and Mir®. Har sonic hall Friday evening, the M.
plied by every stomach,, but many
two P H IL L IP S P E O P L E G E T IN S T A N T times in insufficient quantities. These
ry Chandler. Pram here they went M. degree was conferred cm
to Rangeliev to spend a week,
ac candidates and they also entertained
A C T IO N .
two when combined with the ether
companied by Mr. and £Mr®. Chiaand- 32 members freon Mt. Abram Ledge,
Those Who have used it in Phillips ingredients in NatoL Pineapple Pep
No. 204, Kingfield, 15 from
Blue are astonished at the INSTANT ac sin Compound furnish to the stomach
ler.
Mt. Lodge, No. 67, Phillip,®, one each tion of simple buckthorn bark, gly exactly the right proportion to digest
Herbert Cook has moved his goods
from lodges in Middleton, Mass., and cerine, etc., as mixed in
Strong laxatives are an
Adler-i-ka. the food.
into the Smitji rent where he wild
Filmore, N. Y., Wilton and Portland Because it acts on BOTH lower and injury and are not needed where
live i® the future.
and 46 from Davis Lodge.
After
the food is property digested.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Leighton return conferring the degrees a banquet was upper bowed, ONE SPOONFUL AdlerNatoi Pineapple Pepsin Compound
i-ka relieves almost ANY CASE con
ed last Thursday from a week’s visit served which consisted o f mashed
stipation, sour stomach or gas.
It is not a patent medicine but a cor
with friends in Wilton.
v potatoes, cold ham., salads, ice cream,
removes such surprising foul matter rective and assistant in overcoming
Mrs. Rail|ptlij Stebbird and
Mats. cakes, coffee, oranges.
One bottle
that a few doses often relieve or all stomach troubles.
Charles Richards went to Topsham
Albion Greenwood and daughter, prevent appendicitis. A short treat (50$>) is usually enough, to give per
Friday to attend the graduation of
All druggists
and
Miss Nellie Green word cf New Vine ment helps chronic stomach trouble. manent relief.
Mis. Stanbird’s Sister, Miss
Ethel
Floyd E. Parker.
yard were in town last week and at E. H. Whitney, druggist.
Willis.
tended the funeral c f Miss Green
Several from town attended the
wood’s aunt, Mrs. Herbert Cook.
High school graduation at FarmingBur chard Lock and Maurice Leigh
ton last Friday might.
Home Prosperity
ton
were in Farmington Monday
Mrs. Mae Nimde was in Farmingafternnoon on business.
ton last week, the guest of friends.
Milo Lewis of Lewiston was called
Mr. and Mrs. Ohelsia Stewart have
moved into the rent recently vacat here last week by the death o f - is
aunt, Mrs. Cook.
He sipent a few
ed by Herbert Cock.
days
cal’ing
on
friends.
Walter Bradford spent a few days
recently with his sister, Mns. S. L.
Ruth W ebster has finished her
Mrs, Myron Wifhereli and Misses
Maeomber at Guilford.
W IL L
S L O A N 'S
L IN IM E N T
R E  Every man woman and child should patronize home in
Althea and Vimnie Lawton were in
L IE V E P A IN ?
Farmington cm business Saturday.
stitutions and boost for home prosperity.
Harry Chandler was called to WillTry it and see—one application will!
ton Sunday to attend blie funeral of
prove more than, a column c f claims.
James
S. Ferguson, Phila.,
Pa.
writes:
“ I have had wonderful- re 
TELLS W H A T S H E T H I N K S
Anna Hawn, Cedar Grove, Mo., lief since I used Sloan’s Liniment on
T o think after all these
writes: “We think Foley Cathartic my knees.
Tablets are the best liver pill we years of pain one application gave
Many thank,s for what
6T0r got bold of, as they do not me relief.
nauseate or grip, bait act freely on your remedy has dope for me. Don t
liver.’’ Recommended for consti keep on suffering, apply Sloan’s Lin
pation, bloating, sour stomach, gas iment where youn pain is amid notice
on stomach, bad breath, clogged or how quick you get relief. Penetrates
Buy it at any
Irregular bowel action.
Floyd
E. without rubbing.
Parker.
Drug Store.
25<h

MADRID

ALL T H E N E W S

FROM STRONG

Pleasing Program at the Children’s
Concert.

BOOST FOR IT

BUY AT H O M E STO RES
S U P P O R T H O M E E N T E R P R IS E S
READ TH E HO M E PAPER

S P E C IA L S A L E

In order to reduce stock and make room for
new goods we shall give from 25 to 50 per cent
discount on our present stock of

A N ew Line o f

Soaps, just in.

FLOYD E. P A R K E R ,

The
NO. 1, BEAL BLOCK,

t COMBINATION
THAT WORKS WELL
Doing Great Good This Spring.
A superlative blood-purifying medi
cine like H ood ’s Sarsaparilla, com
bined with a superlative iron tonifl
like Peptiron Pills, makes the ideal
Spring Medicine.
No other medicine possesses sucli
curative properties as these two re
storatives working together.
They reach the impure, impover
ished blood, and the run-down, ex
hausted system.
They awaken the
appetite, aid digestion, purify and
vitalize the blood, give renewed
strength to the whole body, produce
sound, natural sleep, and a complete
restoration to good health,— the great
est o f all earthly blessings.
Two!
dollars invested in these two medi
cines will bring better results than
four dollars spent in any other course
o f treatment or attendance.
It is wise to get H o o d ’s Sarsapa
rilla and Peptiron Pills today.

TORY HILL
June 20.
Patia Moores wa® a week-end guest
of her sister, Mrs. Emery Mocre and
family in Salem.
Persis Chase of Danvers, Mass., is
a guest of heir uncle, W. E. Gates
and family.
While Alden Moores and iNorris
Hackett were driving down, a steep
hill, near Bragg Ccraiar one of the
.holdback irons broke, ilettinig the
wagon onto the horse’® heels.
She
cleared herself and ran to Marshall
Davenport’s wiliere she was caught.
The wagon overturned throwing both
men out, hunting Mr. Hackett quite
badly.
Mr. Moores and the horse
were net injured.
The wagon was
quite badly broken.
School in the Cushman district,
Miss Ferae Gould, teacher, will close
Friday, June 30, with an entertain
ment in the evening. Ioe cream, and
cake will be car sale.
All are cor
dially invited.

NORTH PHILLIPS
June 20.
There will be a box supper at the
Bletben schoolhouse Thursday even
ing, June 29th,.
The Circle of Will
ing Workers will also have a sale cf
quilts, apron®., towels and many other
useful articles.
The ladies are in
vited to hiring well-filled boxes and
the gentlemen to bring well-filled
pocketbocks.
The proceeds of the
sale wii’l go toward a mew iron
fence Ground the Byrcm oem,et©ry.
Everybody come and help in the
good cause.
Mrs. Clara Byron was a week-erd
guest of her niece, Mrs. Aura Chick.
Master Maxe’le Shepard of Port
land is spending the summer With
his grandparents, Mir. and Mrs. Eu
gene Hinkley.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Page and Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. HiinkiLey took an auto
trip to Wilton last Sunday and spent
the day with Mir. and Mrs. L. L.
Hinkley.
E. B. Davenport of Wilton was in
this place cm business one day last
week.
Miss Minnie Smith is working for
Mrs. Joel Carlton for a few weeks.
SUSSCRI BE
WOODS.

INUW

i-u R

M A IN E

$1.50 A Y E A R .

$6.75
per cord for peeled spruce
and fir pulp wood loaded on
cars.

Usual advances made.
A. W. McLEARY

COLGATE’ S TALC POWDER

roilet Waters and

N IN E

W ALL PAPERS

Phillips,

Small lots- o f the most desirable patterns,
suitable for small sized rooms, at prices that will
be below “ your own price.”

C. E. DYER,

Store
t P M

SUNDAY HOURS: I I A J . to 12 M. 5 P. M. to j > r*
THE STORE WHERE Y O U R TRAD E IS API RECIA

STRONG,

MAINE.

Maine

Hugler’s Chocolates
Everybody knows them and
calls for them. We can supply
you many varities.
Chocolate Pepps, Assorted
Chocolates, Pecans, Caramels,
Best Assorted Taffies.
Our stock is fresh this week.
Bay today.

Whitney’s Pharmacy
Phillips,

Maine

M A iN E
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Mins. Martha Lander, who now to resume her work at Wentworth orchestra of five pieces' funnisihieil
Mountains, music.
bears the distinction, of being the Hail;, Jackson, White
The regular monthly meeting 0{
oldest woman in town, observed her where she will remain for the season.
86th birthday bn ttie 14th.
There Her sister, Mrs. Frances' Mitch-ell-; the Chamber of Commerce was held
were present her son, W. V. Lander who has -been with her for several Mcn-day evening, the -president, ]>
and his daughters, Pauline and Mar weeks stopping with, their uncle, Geo. O. W. Simmons presiding. Additional
tha cf Newton, Mas®., her son-, A. Richards, returned to- her home in centennial committees- were announc
ed:
Provisions and lodgings, Orne®
W. Lander, wife and little son, Win-t Lawrence, Mass., the same day.
Asa Small is visiting his- brother, Tufts; Eairi L. Wing; committee cn
Who
live near, and eon, C. D. Land
f " ,
ini parade, R. A. Huse, with power to
er and wife who reside with her. W. Cloyd who is teaching -school
PAGE
V. Lander and daughters presented Anson- Vafliey.
appoint assistant®.
H. G. Winter
Mjr. and Mrs. A. N. William® took an-d E. E. Tuifts were elected to
180 pinks and a dlcizen roses' with
green, cherries and1 other presents!. a trip up Rapid stream Thursday, membership.
The committee on. en
t
l£SSOH >
Mrs. C. D. Lander made the cake; bringing -home a string of fifty brook tertainment was- instructed to repeat
“ The New Minister’’ at the time of
with- dates arranged for the birthi- trout.
Florence Weymouth closed) school the celebration.
It was voted to
day,si of Mrs. Martha Lander, W. V.
Lander and hi® girls, whose (birth at Starbird, Corner this week.
instruct the president, Dr- Simmons
Geo. Daggett took his little sen, to invite Governor Curtis to be pre
days- comie very near together. Mrs,
Adjouirnedi -for one week.
A. W. Lander made the cake with Andy to the hospital! at Lewiston sent.
candles likewise arranged.
Other Thursday where an operation was
remembrances were booklets and performed to remove pus from the
Recuperation—there is- not so touch
many post cards.
It is pleasing pleural -cavity.
in
tJhie ordinary vacation- a® there is
I. L. Eldrnidge has sold- a Stanley
to note that Mrs. Lander, notwith
in a -single bottle of Hood’s Sarsa
standing iher years', continues1 in ex steamer to Oscar Joinesi.
Rev. Arthur Woodcock and wife of parilla, which refreshes- the tired
cellent health taking a live’y inter
Sallem
were made happy Thursday blood, sharpen® the dulled appetite,
est in alii that pertain® to- her -fam
Tale
morning by the birtln c f a son, Dr. restores the lost courage.
ily and- friends.
Hood’s- Sarsaparilla this summieir.
Cantiland
attending.
The Willing Workers Club of gin’s
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Murray,
met at the Universalist vestry Fri
day to do- fancy work preparatory' to who were recently married, wi’i- be
the fair.
This was their first meet eiv-en a reception by Canratavset Ref
to iU ttc
'johnn'Y s
ing and was- under direction of Miss bekah- Lodge Thursday evening, June
HeAoesnt t*
^
Y^
Cook Stove.
Tine committee for the lodge
Lena Towsley and Mrs.
Newell 22.
Wket not empty ^
YetiecUon O
£ ctoscne
Batclhelder.
The-members are Wiil- i-s Mrs. New-eih Batciheiider, Mrs. Odell
mer Woodard, Marie Merchant, Agnes Lander, Mrs. Herbert Wi/tham-. Danc
Phillips, Maine.
Porter, Apphia Stanley, Lou. CarviHLe, ing and games at Elbiridge’si hall, re
Alice. Towsliey, Laura Oorscn, Mrs. freshments at the ledge hail.
Clara Batch-elder picked the first
Monuments, Headstones,
Ard-ene Sweetser and Emm-a Delripe strawberry cn the island June
bier.
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
“ U b o( S“ ' U l,rl
,W 's
-Children’s Sunday will be ob 14.
and
t t o » »*“ !o ’
u « c V ® „ o » W e - p ' ooi Repairsare
being
made
on
this
served at Grace Un.iversa’ist church
Fred
Cross
house
preparatory
to
re
June 25thi.
Special cane is being
C e m e t e r y W o r k o f all Kinds
taken in arranging the program. The ceiving new tenants.
Mr. and M-rs. P-hiely-s H. Fa-rey
sermons are to be delivered by the
young people and the mmsde is to be and son®', Pbieiys F. and Don'iilld of
Boston are at the Odell' Lander cot
PHILLIPS
ME.
furnished by a choir of children..
Gene Perry of Boston is visiting tage, Tufts Pond, for a month, or
All orders by mail or in person
more.
his mother, Mrs. Irene Perry.
promptly attended to.
French hall was- crowded to- wit
F. A. Grossman returned Friday
ST ^ W » “ ° " - C O
_________________
night from a business trip isouth. ness the graduating exercises of the
Saturday he went to Brunswick to Kingfiel1d High and Grammar schools,
---------------------------- *
be
present at the graduation from which- were carried off in a pleasing
N e* /
B o s to n
Bowdoin,
of his- son, Alfred, whom manner with an- interesting Pnd var
x Bnfc*‘ °
|SDQPJHvi
he expects will accompany him to ied program of music, essay® a-nd
readings.
The music for the entire
King field for a short visit.
|KERdSENEf
program including the marches' was
Rufus
Dyer
has
purchased'
of
John
H e a d q u a rte r s fo r everything
1^
Quint hi® farm which- Hie® in the furnished by the school orchestra, it
iSUNOAHaDlLCOgHYi
in the h a r d w a r e line
edge of Freeman a short distance being their first public appearance.
Both
the
High
and
Grammar
school
SAFEST 6 BEST
from Kingfield.
Mr. Dyer wilili take
possession July 1st.
Mr. Quint lias orchestra® gave two selection® whifoh
were very creditable.
The H. S.
not decided where he will locate.
The Sanders Engineering crew be- j orchestra played for the marshaling
gar mixing and pouring cement for |of the -school into the hall- and out
the west end abutment of the new , again at the close of the exercises.
bridge Friday. y Weather permitting The instrumental duets by Wilma
the work will, progress mere rapidly Woodard and Esther Allward, Erma
Tufts and Sibyl Landers, Marie Mer
from now am
We buy for the lowest spot cash
A social wPt be given in the Umi- chant and Kend-ric Libby, piano and
prices and give our customers the
versaJlist vestry Thursday evening, cornet, were well- rendered and very
The choruses by 72 pupils
benefit of the same.
June 22nd',
Miss Lena Towsley will pretty.
toil stories-.
Refreshment® will- be of the High and G-nammar schools
were fine, Miss Irwin being musical
served.
Beatrice Hutchins, Amy
Rufus Dyer and Peter McVoy have director.
Cora
been relaying the wall at the south Parsons, Hildired Thompson,
Barden gave recitations- and Asa
end front of the French Block.
About 30 members of Mt. Abram Small a de-clamatioin which, received
The salutatory and
Lodge, F. & M., visited Davis Lodge |much applause.
A L L KINDS OF
j of Strong Friday evening.
These , essay was given by Dana Tufts-, K
H; S, T6, and the valedictory end
lodges exchange visits ammualPy.
On the evening of June 26th the j essay by Barbara Benson, K. H. S
Both, shewed much, careful pre
IChamber of Commerce wlfil invite ail j T6.
! citizens of tire town to- be present, paration and- were iwelll delivered
and discuss the program for the cen- j The prayer was delivered by Rev
! tennial.
The cooperation of all is Russel] O. Norris, pastor of Evan
Diploma® were con
very necessary and earnestly desir- gelicai1 church-.
ea.
Iferred on the two graduates- of t’ e
The excessive rain® have done
Cn Saturday Miss Ruth Pullen, le ft, High school andi the 32- graduates of
the Grammar school, 16 boy® and 16
more or less damage to all bill roads
girls, by Superintendent L. P. Ho-scausing washouts. The Tufts Pond
T H E BLOOD A N D T H E B R A IN
Iey whose remarks were concise an
road is in the worst condition in
Among the many important phy siol- \laudatory.
Phillips,
Maine
All of the graduates
years, and at one pilaoe the bank
and
has fallen out over a precipice many cgical facts that -should be as well J were seated on the stage, the High
STRONG - MAINE.
feet deep, making it dangerous for known by people generally a® they school being at the extreme right.
are by physician®, is the dependence At the left of the hall were seated
teams.
Mr. Collins of the Sanders Engin-1of the brai'n fior its Er0^ r action on the members- of the school board, Dr.
If this O. W. Simmons-, L. N. Wyman, Dr.
soring Company has -staked out a the vitality of tire blood.
is
impaired,
the
bleed
affords
an im J. E. Cartland, Supt. L. P. Hosley,
(Special Correspondence.)
sidewalk allcrng Depot street, and it
Kingfi-eM, June 19.—Road Commas- is understood that the company have perfect stimulus to the brain, and, as and the teachers, Miss- Ella Maixsionier C. J. Langley was thrown made estimates of -cost of a cement a necessary consequence, languor and cey, Miss Anmaih, Fapnum. Miss Earfrom the road machine Friday, sus walk, at the solicitation of private inactivity of the entire nervous sys bara Benson carried a beautiful bou
Office over National Bank.
taining a severe injury to one of individua isT' There was no money tem follows, and a tendency to head quet cf -pinks, a gift cf the Juniors.
Phillips,
-v
ache
or
faintness
makes
its
appear
his arms.
The usher®! -were L. P. HasiLey,
raised by the town for the purpose. !
ance.
Both
’
Phones
T ie marriage of Rita Luce of
Percy Wilber, Coburn Butts-, Philip
It is probable that no. other medi Porter.
Brockton, Maes., is reported.
SheThose composing the Gram
is the daughter of Bert Luce for cine ever produced has done more in mar school orchestra were: Charlie
the way cf revitalizing the blood, Dolibier, drums; Kendric Libby, cor
Familiar signs of worms in children merly of K’-nigfield.
J. BLAINE MORRISON
are: Deranged stomach, swollen upper
Ly-nc-e Durre’il, who is heme from ]making it pure and. rich, than Hood’s net; Cecil Knapp, violin; Emil Wint
lip, soar stomach, offensive brea; h. hard
Sarsaparilla which should certainly er, piano.
The- High school orches
and full belly with occassional gripings Porto Rico where hie has taught for
be given a trial where there is any tra were:
two
years,
expects
to
return
end
Dale- Potter, bass vicl-;
and pains about the navel,
permanently at reason to believe that the blood is. Leland Page, cello; D-eane - Davis, Beal Block. Phillips Fire and Life Insnraie '
pale face of Laden tint, eyt s continue his work
defective in quality or deficient in cornet; Irving Stevens, vi-chm; Char-'
heavy and dull, twitching that place.
quantity.
eyelids, itching of the nose
lie Do'bier, drums; Miss I-rwin, piano-.
itching of the rectum, short
Emma Dclbier wag the organist for
.dry cough, gri ding of the
the choruses.
The dance which
*teetb, little red points stickTrade Mark ing out ( n tongue, starting
followed was well attended, most of
during sleep, slow fever. If y o u r child
the dancers being the young people
shows any of these symptoms, start
and pupils- of the s-chocis. Peerless
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 4.
Evenings by
using Dr. True’ s Elixir, the Family
appointment.
Laxative and Worm Expeller at once.
“ My little son is gaining every day
LADIES, BOTS, GIRLS
and I think more o f Dr. True’s Elixir
than all other such medicines put to
5000 Cords •
bell
30
packages Bluirg, Silver Polish,
gether,” writes Mrs. Ida Gagnon of
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PulpMending
Tissue
or
Starch
“
Glaze”
Manchester, N. H.
wood wanted, delivered at any station
10c each. When sold send ^us $1.50, on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R.*1At your druggist's, 35c, 50c and $1.00.
between Farmington and Rangeley an«
Advice free. Write me.
keep $1.50.
between Strong and Salem.
THE
G.
F.
LOWELL
CO.,
Upper village,
Phillips, Maine
M c L e a r y , Phillips,
Freepoit,
Maine
Auburn, Maine
£ W
Farmers’ Telephone 13-13.

N E ^ P E K F E C T g H

M

L IT T L E l O H ^ " S M I lX S

No. Franklin Marble
and Granite Works

t t t i^ S s s r ^ T S t ^

Mrs. W . B. Hoyt, Prop.

, o, »CT « > «

Phillips Hardware Co.

-W

Lumbermen’s and Blacksmiths
Supplies, Doors, Windows, Stores,
Tinware, Plumbing Goods, Sport
ing Goods, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
Muresco, Gasoline, Cylinder Oil,
Automobile Supplies, etc.

Phillips Hardware Co.

FURNITURE

L Q O ia O R T H E L Q K G B tU E C K IM ftE Y
RAIN HINDERS
WORK ON BRIDGE

C. F. Chandler & Son,

Pleasing Program Carried Out at
Graduation Exercises.

E. C . Higgins, M. D.
Maine

CURED OF WORMS

Attorney - at • Law

ROLLINS & BEAN
Have two second-hand Automobiles
for sale at a bargain. Look them over
before buying.
All Veedol products
on hand and free air supplied to our
patrons. Open all night.

dr

D r. W . J. Carter,
DENTIST

A. W.

Me

M A IN E

EAST NEW PORTAND
^Jujn.e 19.
Mr. and a*. H. A. Emery
were
guests of Mrs. Manila Strickland ovei
Sunday.
Mips. Beuilab Walker lias been on a
HAS A GOOD

R E P U T A T IO N

Tihe original and genuine Honey
md Tar cough syrup is Foley’s Hon
ey and Tar Compound and
because

this has given much universal satis
faction and cured so many cases of
coughs, colds, croup
and whooping
cough there are imitations and sub
stitutes offered to the public. Insist
upon Foley’s.
Floyd E. Parker.

WOODS,

lew days’ visit with her parents at
North, Perobisccitt. She arrived home
Thursday by team'.
The school at Tlhe Pines
closes
thd® week.
Tliere will be a box
supper and entertainment at tlhe
scboo'lfliouise Thursday evening.
All
cordially invited.
A barn b e ’origin g to D. W. Emery
on hiis old farm on Millay Hill was
struck by lightning late Sunday night
and totally destroyed by fire.
Mis® Florence Emery has returned
from several/ weeks’ visit with, friends
ir Madison,.
Jennie Adaam,s lias returned from
Sherman Mill® where slue has been
teaching the Grammar school the
past year.
She wiCl work at L. A.
Davis’, New Portland Hill,
during

P H IL LIP S ,

M A IN E , J U N E 22, 1916.

the summer.
Bert Perry o f King field wa s in
town Monday with meat.
DeLmone Adam® spent a few days
in Pittsfield recently.
B. C. Merry of Hanover, N. H., is
expected soon to spend a few weeks
with his mother, Mrs. Viola Merry.
Mrs. Etta Butts and son, Eldward

PAGE ELEVEN

recently visited relatives in Watiervillle.
Work on the State road
begun
thus week under charge of Milliard
Wilibur and A. L. Henderson.
It is
to be built near A. Jackson’s.
Harold and Ray Due© are working
CUT

Painful, annoying bladder weakness
usually indicates kidney trouble. So
do backache, rheumatism!, sore, swol
len or stiff muscles or joints. Such
symptoms have been relieved by Fol
ey Kidney Pills.
Henry Rudolph,
Carmi, 111., writes:
“ Since taking
Foley Kidney Pills I sleep all night
without getting up.’* Floyd E. Parker.

T H IS

O U T — IT
MONEY.

IS

fori A. H. Adams' peeling hemilocik.
Mrs. Ellen Clark, w! o has been
quite ill, is able to be out again.
Helen Luce left home Monday for
Portland where she intends to change
her name soon to Mrs. Homer Den
nett.
Th©y wiCl reside in Port
land. Many friends here wish/ them
much happiness.

W ORTH

DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this
slip, enclose with 5^ to Foley & Co.,
Chicago, 111., writing your name and
address clearly.
You willl receive in
return a triad package
containing
Foley’s Honey and Tar Compound
for bronchial coughs, colds, and
croup; Foley Kidney Pilite, and Foley
Cathartic Tablets. Floyd E. Parker.

SHE TOLD HER

•Y .\

A Timely Warning
LEVEN weU-known automobiles have advanced in price within th e ’
last ninety days*

E

T he M axw ell Company has not increased their prices.^
W e do
not know what their plans are, but we do know and you know that
m aterials entering into the construction o f good automobiles now cost
from 20 to 3 00 per cent more than they did six months ago.
Nothing is to be gained by delay.

Much may be lost.

Not only may you lose several dollars in the purchase price, but
you are sacrificing the enjoyment, the relaxation, the health-giving prop*
erties— everything, in fact, that makes motoring the favorite pastime o f
the nation.
W e urge you to com e in and investigate the MaxwelL
O r, we will refer you to any number of Maxwell owners and let
them tell you their ow n story in their own way.
They will tell you what they have told us. That the Maxwell is
good-looking — that it is pow erful—that it is com fortable—that it is
econ om ical— in short, that it is the best investment they ever made.
T hey will tell you m ore and they will tell you gladly and freely.
That's the way they feel toward us and the Maxwell Car.
W hatever you do, don’t put this off. W e have a few cars on hand
and can take orders for immediate or future delivery—at present prices.
If you can’t com e in today, phone us for a Maxwell demonstration.

Touring Car $653

Roadster $635

F. O. B. DETROIT

F. S. HALEY, Agent
PHILLIPS, ME.

Time Payments if Desired

N E IG H B O R

“ I told a neighbor whose child had
croup about Foley’s Honey and Tar,’’
writes Mrs. Rehkamp, 2404 Herman
St., Covington, Ky. “ When she gave
i ‘ a couple doses she was so pleased
with the change She didn’t know
what to say.’’
This reliable remedy
helps coughs, colds, croup and whoopi*g cough.
Floyd E. Parker.
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS
■• - ..... — « -

Miss Jennie Woodman, who has
been in Phillips fcir a few weeks
past, returned to hiar home in Natick.,
Mass., last Tuesday, accompanied by
her aunit, Mrs, Julia Lambert who
will visit there far a (short time,
whe*i she will go to Rockford, III., to
remain with her sister for some
time.
Miss Woodman will accom
pany her on tine journey. Although
Mrs. Lambert is 87 years old, sihe is
a good traveler and ha® made the
trip several times.
Her many
friends wish her a pleasant trip and
that she will! be happy and ciontented in heir western home.
Mrs-. Lyde S. Pratt, nee Ethel
Withiee, o f OluatrlottesviMe, Va., has
arrived in Pairmington and wild pass
some weeks with, (her parents,, (Mr.
and :Mjrs. R. L. Withiee.
Mis® Dorothy McKeen of Strong,
daughter of Mir. and Mrs'. W. B. MlcKeen, formerly of Phillips is employ
ed at Morton’s bakery.
A most excellent address was that
delivered before the graduating class
of the Phillips High school last Sun
day morning by Rev. M, S. Hutchins
when hie gave the baccalaureate ser
mon.
A large audience was pre
sent.
Most excellent music was fur
nished by Hon. N. P. Nobie and Miss
Marjorie Cutler, the Hatter rendering
a solo.
The Junior class had made
the church bright with flowers, which
.”ere artistically arranged.
J. J. Mocne of Boston hia,s been in
Phillips on, a business trip this week.

Those Blue Serge
Suits at $15.00 are
a bargain.
All wool and fast
colors.
A l t h o u g h the
prices on woolens
is still advancing
our price on these
suits remain the
same and will con
tinue until these
suits are sold.
Other suits, ex
cellent values $10
to $20.

DISTRICT NO. 2

ers with their planting.
We will
hope for better weather from, now
on.
Jure 20.
D. T. Curtis, local agent for DeLaforest Smith of Anson was in
Laval cream; separators, has sold four
this district last week calling on cild
machines recently within the limits
friends.
of Franklin county.
Mir. and Mrs. Bioa Wing attended
Pomona meeting in Wedd Hast Thurs
day.
A. L. Huntington, accompanied by
C. H. McKenney and son, Arlan mot
June 19.
ored to Auburn last Friday, return
ing home Sunday forenoon.
Miss
The Ladies’ Union Sewing Circle
Myntlce ineitunned home with/ them was entertained last Wednesday by
and will pass her vacation with her Mrs. Lena Holley.
It will be enter
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. H. McKen tained on June 28th by Mrs. F. H.
ney.
Thorpe,
Rev. M, S, Hutchins held services
Mrs. Robert Pimkhiam is the guest
at the West Phillips chapel last Sun of .her mother, Mirs. Fred Stanley at
day afternoon at 3 o’clock. Although Farmington for a few weeks.
the weather was very
threatening
Miss Jessie Pinkham is heme for
there were 50 in attendance. There her summer vacation.
will be services again in two weeks,
The Grange meeting last Saturday
July 2, at the same hour.
evening included a birthday program
which, was much enjoyed.
Punch,
tarts
and
cookies
were
the
refreshFREEMAN.

NORTH CHESTERVILLE

A t the Clothing Store.

June 19.
M,rs. Clyde Simmons visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Pinkbam,
Sunday.
Master Nelson Stuart, who has
been attending Jchocl in Gorham, N.
H., for the past year, has arrived
in Freeman and is spending his va
cation with his parents, Mr.
and
Mrs. S. G. Stuart.
The toothpick mill at Strong clos
ed for the summer vacation Satur
day amd H. Allie Durre’i and Ray
mond Pinkham, who have been work
ing there, are home for the recess
before haying.
Mir. and Mrs. O. V. Will are enjoy
ing a trip to Boston this week.
Huff Brothers, Fred and Elmer,
have purchased a Metz
automobile
of Clias. Skillings, the local, agent
fcr Franklin county.
Mir. and Mrs. Dyke Curtis, Chas.
and Melvin Huff were in Farmington recently cn business.
School closed at Starbird Cornier
Last Friday and the teacher, Miss
Florence Weymouth went to
her
home in Kingfield that day.
The heavy rains are causing bad
roads, also much delay for the farm-

D. F. HOYT
No. 5 Beal Block

PHILLIPS,

Mrs. Amanda Wheeler and daugh
ter, Mrs. Mabel Wilder c f Boston
have been the guests of Mrs. Louisa
Wheeler and Miss Cora the past
week.
They will also visit relatives
in Rangeley and return heme via
Oquosscic and Rumford. Their many
friendis in this section were pleased
to greet them.
Miss Louisa Burpee of Woodstock,
N. B., a niece of J. Z. Everett, has
been a recent guest there.
She has
also been, visiting in San Diego. Cal
ifornia and Vancouver, B. C.
Fremont S'camman has a grade
Holstein heifer two years and ten
months old that gave 197 pounds of
milk in seven days.
Mis® Mabei Roulstone of Mexico
was the week-end guest of Miss
Agnes Savage.
Both, young ladies
are students at the Farmington. Nor
mal school.
Miss Lillian Tootlhiaker Is home
from, the Normal school at Farmington and will go to Haines Landing
in about two weeks wiliere she will
be employed' by Mrs. F. B. Burn®, as
waitress.
Hen. F. E. TimbenLake of Port
land was in town Monday on a bus
iness trip and to cast his vote at the
primaries.
Quite a goodUy number of Masons
attended the meeting in Strong last
Friday evening going by automobile.
F. F. Graves, the "optnometrist, will
be in Phillips at the Hilton House,
on or about June 25.

M AINE

Agency for the
Universal Steam Laundry

Open Saturday
Evenings.

keeping

up t o t h e

mark

“ Spring fever” is not always a
joke.
If you feel dull and sluggish,
tired and worn out, suffer from back
ache or weak back, rheumatism, sore
muscles, stiff joints or other indica
tion of kidney trouble, it will pay
you to investigate Foley Kidney Pills.
They are highly recommended
as
prompt and efficient aids to health.
Floyd E. Parker.

W HEN

YO U

HAVE A

CO LD

Give it attention, avoid exposure,
be regular and careful of your diet,
also commence taking Dr.
King’s
New Discovery.
It contains PineTar, Antiseptic Oils and Balsams. Is
slightly laxative. Dr. King’s
New
Discovery eases your cough, socthos
your throat and
bronchial tubes,
checks your cold, starts to clear
your head.
In a short time you
It’s the
krow your cold is better.
standard family cough syrup in use
over 40 years.
Get a bottle tat
once
Keep it in the house a® a
odd insurance.
So’ d at your drug
gist.

Phillips National Bank

PHILLIPS, - MAINE

Capital $50,000.00 Surplus $50,000.00

i

SALE
SUMMER COATS
Marked Down.

SUMMER SUITS
Marked Down.

One $18 Black Silk Coat,
size 39, for $12.

One $20 Blue Suit, size 36,
for $12.

One $13.50 Brown Check
Coat, size 36, for $7.

One $15 Blue Suit, size 18,
for $10.

Blue Striped Coat $8.50,
size 16, for $4.

A $16 Brown Coat, size 39,
for $10.

Other Coats and Suits from
15 to 20 per cent off.

$3.50 Sailor Hats marked
to $1.75.

Ladies’ $6 Colored Voile
Dresses, for $3.

Misses $5 White Voile
Dresses, for $3.

Ladies’ $1.50 Crepe Dresses,
sizes 34 to 44, for $1.19.

$3 Nemo Corsets No- 319 will
be advanced to $3.50 July 1.

Get Ready to Celebrate
JULY 4th.
Here are some o f your needs which
we have. Shirt Waists, Hose, Under
wear, Shoes, Tennis, Wash Skirts, Etc.
And if the drouth breaks you may
need an umbrella.
O u r S t o r e W ill B e C lo s e d J u ly 4 th .

C. M. HOYT,
B u ttericK Patterns in S toch

>o. 2 Beal Block, Phillips, Maine

Farmers’ Tel.

meats.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Thorpe amd Mr.
and Mrs. G. L. Savage attended the
North Fraimklin Pomona Grange at
Weld last Thursday.

j STRAWBERRIES ]

Whenever you write to one of out
advertisers, don’t forget to mention
Maine W oods.
It is Important tc
you to do so; Important to us and
the advertiser naturally wants t<
know where you found his name.
M O RE M t N T H A N W O M E N
A P P E N D IC IT IS .

HAVE

THE ONE SURE W A Y
to have money is to save it.
The one sure way to save it is by
depositing it in a responsible Bank.
The one sure way to find a responsible
bank is to find one with an ample
capital and surplus. Those consti
tute the depositors' PROTECTIVE
Fund.
Our Protective Fund Is Ample.

Phillips National Bank

PICKLES
Sour and Sweet.

The
Sedgeley Store

Plain and Mixed.

TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

Surgeon® state men are slightly
more subject to appendicitis than
women. Phil,lip® people should know
that a few doses of simple buckthorn
bark, glycerine, etc., as mixed in
Adler-i-ka, often relieve or prevent
appendicitis.
This mixture removes
such surprising foul matter that ONE
SPOONFUL relieves almost ANY
CASE constipation, sour stomach or
gas.
The INSTANT, easy action of
Adler-i-ka is surprising. E. H. Whit
ney, druggist.

JIM ROSS
Runs a restaurant
a barber shop
a pool room
on Depot Street.
OPEN AT ALL HOURS.

EVERY NOON.

j
j

ALL KINDS OF j
FRUIT
|

j A FRESH LINE OF I
CANDY.
j
Z
.
!

AT

BEAN’S

|

Wanted
PEELED SPRUCE FIR AND
POPLAR

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.
H A L E Y & FIELD
Maine

Phillips,

